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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a preemptive multitasking kernel designed and coded
using C++ using an object oriented paradigm. The kernel design, while
implemented on an Intel 80386 based IBM PC running MS-DOS 4.01, can be
ported to any platform, rewriting only the low level, hardware specific code.

The kernel, in application framework form, enables the applications
developer to create real-time multitasking applications. This can be done in a
systematic way by capitalizing on the power of object oriented program
development.

A simulation was created to verify the correctness of the kernel against a
traditional non-multitasking approach. This simulation provides the proof that
the kernel application framework does indeed provide multitasking in a
non-multitasking environment, i.e., MS-DOS. It also shows that the overhead
that is incurred with a system using encapsulation, data access functions, and
dynamic binding, via virtual functions, is not significant enough to require
circumventing the objects' interface. Hence, an object based system is created
where state (data) and sometimes even behavior (code) are protected via this
public interface.

A complete discussion of the design is provided, including a source code
listing for the kernel as implemented on the IBM PC. A kernel reference is also
provided to help guide in application development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A multitasking kernel will be studied and designed that will allow the creation
of real-time multitasking applications. This kernel will be a fully preemptive
multitasking kernel that runs on top of MS-DOS on an IBM PC. In general, the
kernel could be ported to other platforms with modifications only to the interrupt
service routines and the parts of the code that interface directly with PC
hardware.

A number of questions come to mind when one thinks about the development
of a kernel in an object oriented manner. Could a kernel be developed utilizing
object oriented design (OOD), and object oriented programming (OOP)
methodologies? Would the C++ language be sufficient in describing the design
in this new paradigm? Would the overhead of data encapsulation and virtual
functions force a more traditional procedural approach? Is code developed
using the OOP paradigm easier to maintain? Is software development in OOP
fashion something new, a paradigm shift, or is it the same old thing, with some
new buzz words attached?

It was found that OOP is indeed a paradigm shift. Using OOP techniques
reduces complexity and can ease the maintenance burden. "It's (OOP) a logical
progression from structured programming that improves code reusability and the
localization of code changes.[1]"

If a kernel could be designed to encapsulate most of the architecture, it
could form an applications framework. This would allow for easy real-time
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multitasking development. The applications developer would only have to write
the core task-specific code of the application to be developed. The kernel would
provide the framework for adding these user-defined tasks and allow for the
creation of multitasking applications, in this case, on an IBM PC running
standard MS-DOS.

The kernel was developed on an Intel 80386 based PC, running standard
MS-DOS 4.01, using C++. An understanding of what OOP is was necessary.
Object oriented programming is the implementation of an object oriented design.
The design had to be expressed in an object oriented language (OOL) such as
C++. Abstract objects had to be designed that would represent parts or
concepts of the kernel. The platform the kernel is to be run on must be
understood. In this case, knowledge about the IBM PC internal architecture had
to be acquired before a project of this type can be successful.

Understanding OOP can easily be illustrated using Actor, the Smalltalk like
language for Microsoft Windows development [1]. Actor, like Smalltalk, is purely
object-based. It treats everything as an object. Actor is also a dynamically
typed language. This means that all typing is done at run-time, instead of
compile time. The C++ language, on the other hand, is a statically typed
language. A statically typed language has all the type information present at
compile time [2]. This may first appear as if C++ has a language limitation in
supporting dynamic function binding. In the case of C++, the compiler can
perform some of the processing that might otherwise have to be done at run-time
in a dynamically typed language. This makes C++ code more efficient than
either Actor or Smalltalk and C++ does contain a dynamic mechanism that
allows for the binding of functions at run-time, as in Actor and Smalltalk.
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Actor, like Smalltalk, is a good language to describe OOD concepts. The
software developer uses objects to express everything. "In Actor everything is
an object.[1]" In Actor, one programs by sending messages to objects. Actor
forces the programmer to use objects to solve the programming problem. This is
the paradigm shift. In OOP, code and data are designed together. Each object
is built to stand on its own. All data inside an object is encapsulated or protected
from the outside. Data can only be accessed through the object's public
interface. There can be a run-time overhead associated with this, but
encapsulating, or hiding the data, makes other code using the object less
dependent on the object implementation. Having code and data combined into a
logical unit allows for the creation of stand-alone software components [3].

The language feature of inheritance allows objects to be derived from other
objects. This allows for an extension in the functionality of an object without
affecting the original object. A general object is created firs t. More specific
objects can be derived from the general object. This is a type of code reuse that
is unobtainable with a traditional procedural approach.

"Programming in an object-oriented system consists of adding new kinds of
objects and defining how they behave.[1]" It forces the programmer to build data
and code together in a systematic way. General objects can be built defining
the minimum functionality that all objects of that type must contain. New objects
are derived from the general to the specific. These new child objects contain all
the state and behavior information of the parent class from which they are
derived. The advantage is that these objects can be treated as if they were the
same object as their parent.
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The language feature of polymorphism gives a language the ability to send
the same message to objects of different types. The object receiving the
message will interpret it appropriately. In OOP, programs are written by telling
objects what to do, not how to do it. This is different than the procedural
approach where the "how to" often becomes embedded in the "what to."

To summarize, in OOP objects are designed to abstract out the detail of the
concept they represent. An interface that encapsulates the implementation is
designed, therefore hiding the internal details of the object. The object responds
to messages. These messages are used to control either the state or the
behavior of the object. Polymorphism allows objects of different types to
respond to the same message. This can, and probably will, reduce the number
of different messages that the system has to handle. Inheritance allows specific
objects to be built from general objects of a similar type. This will increase the
amount of code to be shared, thus reducing the amount of code that must be
maintained.

The kernel Task object described below is a general object that contains all
the features to allow it to function in the system. New task objects can be
derived from the Task object that contain only the application specific
information. These derived objects already contain all the functionality that is
necessary for the system to interface with them, even though each descendent
of the Task object may be different. Every descendent of the Task object will be
able to respond to the same set of kernel messages.
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As an OOL, C++ provides the constructs to express an object oriented design
in a " ...clean and natural way.[2]'\ The C++ language contains extensions to
the C language to support OOP development. In fact, C++ was even designed
to be a "... better C [2]." The C++ language allows the software developer to
develop OOP programs in a natural way. It contains language support for
inheritance, polymorphism, and data abstraction / encapsulation. It would be a
burden to express an OOD without the use of an OOL. The C++ language has
the constructs that support program development using the object oriented
paradigm [2].

The C++ language has the ability to express objects. It has a class construct
that allows the marriage of code and data, data abstraction / encapsulation. Not
only does C++ provide a mechanism to do this, but it also provides a mechanism
to enforce it. The C++ language allows classes to be derived from other
classes (inheritance). These parent classes are referred to as a super or base
class. The child class is often referred to as a sub or derived class. The
language C++ allows functions of different classes to have the same names.
Objects of different types can respond to the same message (polymorphism).
These features, coupled with the growing acceptance of the language, led to the
choice of using C++ to express the OOD of the kernel.

The kernel was designed so the applications developer could create
user-defined tasks to be added to the system in a predefined way. All
user-defined tasks would inherit both state (data) and behavior (code) from the
Task base class. This would reduce the burden of task definition. The common
behavior and state of any task would be defined only once, thus saving code
and making maintenance easier [2].
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II. PREVIOUS WORK
A Dr. Dobb's article introduced a smaller and less robust C++ kernel design
[4]. This article provided the necessary ground work for the kernel and some
insight into the problem domain.

This simple kernel contains three C++ classes or objects, and some other
global support functions. The terms class and object will be, for the most part,
used interchangeably. A class is the definition of a concept, while an object is
an instance, or declaration of a class. Table I is a list of the classes used in the
Dr. Dobb's kernel design.

Table I. Dr. Dobb's Class List [4]
•

Task Class

•

Signal Class

•

Task Control Class

The Task class contains information about a given process, such as space
for the local process context or stack (registers), the stack pointer, and a link to
the next Task in the system. The Task class contains only one member function,
a constructor which initializes the above mentioned instance variables. A
member function in C++ is nothing more than a function that is defined inside a
class. Member functions possess knowledge about the class which contains
them. They are comparable to methods in other OOLs such as Actor and
Smalltalk. In C++, a constructor is a member function that is called by the
compiler upon object creation. Constructors perform object initialization and
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sometimes memory allocation. In C++, constructors are guaranteed to be called
before the object is actually used by the application [5].

The Signal object is really nothing more than a task queue. It is used by the
Task Control object, described next, to allow the synchronization of task objects.
No information is passed via this mechanism. It is simply a data structure that
allows the linking of tasks.

The Signal object contains three member functions; a constructor to build
signal objects, and two member functions to put and get tasks to and from the
queue respectively. The signal class is a friend class to the task object
described above. In C++, a friend to a class grants visibility of the
implementation to the recipient. For instance, if a standard C++ function is
declared to be a friend of a class, all class protections are removed and this
function can access any part of the class it wishes to, hence, the details of the
class are exposed. In the Dr. Dobb's approach, this means that the
implementation details of the Task object are not hidden from the Signal object.
The C++ language , like C, is very expressive, and there are ways to circumvent
the data encapsulation that the language provides.

The last class, the Task Control class, is a friend of the Signal class. It is
the largest class in this approach. It contains a single priority (i.e., no priority)
Task queue (implemented by a Signal object), a pointer to the original stack, a
timer-tick counter, and two kernel state flags. Table II enumerates all the
member functions of the Task Control class:
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Table II. Dr. Dobb's Task Control Class Member Function List [4]
•

A constructor for object initialization.

•

Member functions to start and stop multitasking in the application

•

A member function returning the number of timer-tick interrupts since
multitasking started.

•

Lock and unlock member functions provide for the existence of mutually
exclusive areas in the application.

•

Two member functions, send and wait, provide intertask synchronization.

•

A member function that allows the active task to block, or relinquish the
CPU.

The Task Control class is a friend class to both previous classes. This
means that the three objects in the system are somewhat interwoven in their
implementation. This can lead to increased maintenance. The use of friends to
a class should be kept to a minimum [2]. In the above implementation, all
classes have friend relationships.

The proposed kernel will limit the accessibility of the implementation details
to a minimum. In fact, there is only one friend class and no friend functions.

The actual processes in the Dr. Dobb's approach are nothing more than
regular global C type functions that are passed into the Task constructor. They
are not even objects!
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The kernel tasks described in this paper will be made of real self-standing
objects. They will contain all the state and behavior (data and code) necessary
to function as tasks in the system. User-defined tasks will inherit this state and
behavior from an abstract or pure C++ class.

A pure or abstract class in C++ is a base class in which all virtual functions
have not been defined ye t,"... an abstract base class is designed specifically as
a class from which other classes can be derived. It can be thought of as an
incomplete class that is more or less finished with each subsequent derivation
[6 ]."

The virtual function mechanism is C++'s way to provide dynamic function
binding. The dynamic binding of functions occurs when a function is bound to
the call at run-time instead of build-time, as is true with traditional non-object
oriented languages.

Application development in this kernel is similar to the approach described
above. In the Dr. Dobb's example, the applications developer designs a global
C or C++ function that contains an infinite loop. This function is then passed
down into a constructor.

In this project a user-defined class is created descending from a base task
class. A member function of the user-defined class is defined containing an
infinite loop. The user-defined class can also contain any other data and code
necessary to abstract and encapsulate the details for the task's role. In effect, a
complete object is created, not just a function that is passed into a constructor.
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III. DESIGN APPROACH

This kernel was designed and developed with the following objectives in
mind. First, the use of assembly language was to be kept to a minimum. As it
turns out, the kernel contains none. This is due to the language extensions of
the Borland C++ V 3.X compiler used to develop the kernel. The Borland
compiler allows the programmer to access the native CPU registers directly.
This was necessary to perform the stack fix-up during a task switch in the
interrupt handlers. These extensions to the C++ language, while not portable to
other platforms, allowed the kernel interrupt handlers to be written entirely in
C++. Without these extensions, the interrupt handlers would have had to be
done in assembly language, as they were done in the Dr. Dobb's approach
described previously.

The second objective was to encapsulate all the data in the objects. This
isolates the implementation of the objects from the rest of the system. The
performance was a concern because now data would be retrieved via member
function invocation, instead of direct access.

The third objective was to keep friend classes and functions to a minimum.
This means that the encapsulation of the objects was preserved to a great extent
throughout the system. This will lead to objects that are not dependent on the
implementation of the objects with which they interact. This will also lead to
better maintenance for the system and, more importantly, allow the
implementation of objects to be changed with minimal impact to the rest of the
system. In fact, the initial prototype objects contained statically defined arrays to
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simplify the implementation. These were later removed and replaced with their
dynamic counterparts without affecting the rest of the system.

The fourth objective was to provide an application framework for building
real-time applications. It is desirable to hide as much of the system from the
application developer as possible. With this framework, the developer would be
able to write a real-time application without having to make a large number of
low level system calls. The kernel abstracts out as much of the system as
possible, leaving high level, function specific calls for the application developer.

With the above objectives in mind, a description follows, detailing what was
done. At the end of this paper, a users' reference is provided for the framework.
This illustrates how an application, using the kernel framework, can be built.
The source code for the entire kernel is provided in Appendix B.
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IV. DESIGN ALGORITHM
The kernel contains the nine classes in Table III. These classes are
contained in a library which was built using Borland's large memory model.
________________Table III. Kernel Class List________________
•

The Context Class

•

The TaskQ Class

•

The TaskPriorityQ Class

•

The TimerQ Class

•

The MailBox Class

•

The Task Class

•

The InputTask Class

•

The Idle Class

•

The TaskControl Class

Borland's large memory model dictates the following restrictions on the
system. "Far pointers are used for both code and data, giving both a 1 MB
range [7]." A far pointer is a pointer that uses both a segment and an offset,
instead of just an offset, as in a near pointer. The code segment for the
application can exceed 64K, but a single module must be no larger than this.
The data segment can exceed 64K, but again no single data structure can
exceed 64K. The stack is also limited to 64K [7]. See Figure 1 for a look at how
the Borland compiler allocates memory in the large memory model [7].
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Segment Regs

Low Address
sfile_TEXT class
'CODE' code

Segment Size
each sfile up
to 64K

_DATA class 'DATA1
initialized data

up to 64K

_BSS class 'BSS'
unitialized data
FREE SPACE
STACK

HEAP

up to 64K

up to rest of
memory

FREE SPACE
High Address

Figure 1. Borland Large Memory Model Layout [7]

Each of the nine classes provides a service to the kernel. Classes can be
built with either a has-a relationship, or an is-a relationship. A has-a relationship
in class definition means that the class contains other objects, or that it
"...is-implemented-in-terms-of... [5]" other classes. This is also sometimes
referred to as "containment." An is-a relationship in class definition means that
the class is defined via inheritance of some base class.

Most of the kernel classes were defined using a has-a relationship, instead of
an is-a relationship [2]. There is, however, some inheritance in the kernel.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of what objects make up the kernel. This figure shows
that two classes are derived from, or inherit from the Task base class. All
user-defined tasks will also be derived from this same Task base class.
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A discussion follows for each class that makes up the kernel. Each
discussion will contain the data layout of the class, followed by a table defining
the public interface to the object.

A. Context Class

The Context class, by far the simplest class, provides stack space for the
CPU registers during a task switch. Figure 3 specifies the contents of the
Context class. In this case it is nothing more than an unsigned integer for each
register of the CPU. Since the kernel runs in standard MS-DOS and the Borland
compiler is not a true 32-bit compiler, the CPU is treated as if it were just a fast
16-bit processor.

The Context class was created to allocate space for a task context and to
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give each register in the stack a unique name for access purposes. The order of
the registers in the class comes from the way the Borland C++ compiler pushes
registers onto the stack as part of the function prolog when invoking an interrupt
service routine. The interrupt keyword [7], instructs the compiler to save all
registers upon function invocation. Again these language extensions are not
portable, but it eliminates the need for assembly language.

unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned

int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

bp;
di;
si;
ds;
es;
dx;
cx;
bx;
ax;
ip;
cs;
psw;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

base pointer register
destination index register
source index register
data segment register
extra segment register
general purpose register
general purpose register
general purpose register
accumulator (register)
instruction ptr (register)
code segment register
flags register

Figure 3. Context Class

The Context class contains a public interface to each data member which
allows the "setting" and "getting" of each register. This class description does
not contain the public interface table as in the other class descriptions.
Appendix B for the complete Context class definition.

Refer to
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B. TaskQ Class

The TaskQ class provides a mechanism for queueing up the ’Task" objects
described below. It is implemented very simply as an array of Task object
pointers, (see Figure 4). This array is customizable via the constructor and can
be any size. It is defaulted to 16. An array was chosen to give instant access
into the queue, although a linked structure could also just have easily been
used.

int

qSize;

Task
short int
short int

★♦queue;
count;
head;

short int

tail;

// size of the queue must be
power of two
// Pointer to task * array
// Number of tasks in queue
// Index for the head of the
queue
// Index for tail of the queue

Figure 4. TaskQ Class

Table IV describes the public interface that a TaskQ object has. This class
does have some useful member functions bound to it. For instance, member
functions that allow the "putting"and "getting" of Task objects are provided. The
TaskQ class, like all C++ classes, also contains a destructor member function.
The class destructor does the opposite of the class constructor. It cleans up
anything before the object is destroyed. For instance, if the constructor of a
class performed any memory allocation, the destructor would free this memory.
If a destructor is not written by the programmer, the compiler will write one [2].
However, since this object uses dynamic memory, a destructor had to be written
to clean up the memory allocated by the constructor. Since destructors are not
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callable by the programmer, and are only callable by the compiler, they are
missing from Table IV and all class member function list tables that follow.

Table IV. TaskQ Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

TaskQ

Constructor - Allocates memory for the array of task
pointers. Defaulted argument of 16.

put

Method to put a task onto the queue.

get

Method to get the next task from the queue. This
method removes the next task from the queue.

C. TaskPrioritvQ Class

The TaskPriorityQ class provides the mechanism for a multi-priority
queue data structure. This object consists of an array of TaskQ's. See Figure 5
for the class implementation. An array was chosen for performance reasons.
The number of different priority levels is defaulted to 16, but can be overridden
via the constructor. This class implements a "has-a" relationship, in that it
contains, or is made up of TaskQ's. This means TaskQ objects are contained
inside the TaskPriorityQ object. It does not inherit anything from the TaskQ
class.

int
TaskQ

numQueues;
♦queues;

// Number of queues
// Array of TaskQ queues

Figure 5. TaskPriorityQ Class
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Table V describes the public interface for TaskPriorityQ class objects. The
TaskPriorityQ's getNextTask() and putTaskf) member functions actually query
the task argument for the priority of the task to determine in which queue the
task will reside. This is just one place in the kernel where a task must be able to
respond to a request so the system can determine what to do. In this case, it is
the priority of the task that is required. Since user-defined tasks are derived
from the Task object described below, they too can respond to this type of
request.

Table V. TaskPriorityQ Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

TaskPriorityQ

Constructor - Allocates memory for array of TaskQ
objects. The default array size is 16.

getNextTask

Method to get the highest priority task from the
queue.

putTask

Method to put a task into the correct spot in the
priority queue.

D. TimerQ Class

The TimerQ object is used as a delay queue. Tasks can be placed in this
object and are put to sleep until their delay quantum has expired. The
application programmer specifies the number of timer-ticks to suspend the task.
The task will automatically re-enter the ready queue when the quantum has
expired. Like other queues in the system, the default queue size is 16 and can
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be overridden via the constructor. Figure 6 illustrates the internal
implementation of the TimerQ object.

int

qSize;

// Current size of
queue
static TaskControl *kernel;
// Pointer to the
current kernel
Task
**tasks;
// Actual task slots
short int
time;
// The master timer for
the queue
short int
numTasksWaiting;// Number of tasks
___________________________________ waiting.___________
Figure 6. TimerQ Class

The TimerQ object contains a member function decrementTimer() that is
called by the replacement timer-tick interrupt handler every time the PC clock
fires. This member function decrements the count and makes ready any tasks
that count down to zero. Like the TaskPriorityQ object above, the TimerQ object
requests the delay information from Task objects. Again, it can be seen that the
public interface of the Task object is used to retrieve information that is crucial to
the state of a given task.

Tasks are placed into the TimerQ object in ascending order of quantum time
left. In this way, only one value has to be checked for each timer-tick, instead of
checking each task that is in the delay queue. Table VI illustrates the public
interface for TimerQ objects.
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Table VI. TimerQ Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

TimerQ

Constructor - Allocates memory for delay queues
and initializes instance variables.

getNumTasksWaiting

Method to return the number of tasks currently in
the delay queue.

putTask

Method to place task in delay queue.

decrementTimer

Method that is called from ISR to decrement delay
counter and possibly free up tasks.

setKemel

Method to set the static variable kernel with
address of TaskControl object.

The TimerQ, like other objects in the kernel, maintains a pointer to the main
kernel object (TaskControl, defined later). The setKernel() member function sets
a static variable that contains a pointer to the main kernel object. This allows the
constituent objects of the kernel to communicate information to the kernel if
necessary.

E. MailBox Class

The MailBox class object is the means for all inter-task communication
throughout the kernel. Like the TimerQ object described earlier, this object does
most of the work by itself. The MailBox object contains three TaskQs, two to
hold the posting and pending task object pointers, and the other holds 32-bit
messages. These can actually be a long integer if needed. Each of these
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queues can hold up to 16 items. Figure 7 documents the internal layout of a
MailBox object.
static

TaskControl ♦kernel;

char
TaskQ
TaskQ
TaskQ
short int

//
//
♦address; //
message; //
poster;
//
pender;
//
status;
//
//

allows kernel
access
Address of mailbox
32 bit message Q
posting task Q
pending task Q
Flag to indicate the
presence

Figure 7. MailBox Class

Each MailBox object is addressed via a character string. This allows the
MailBox object to be referenced in a very human readable way.

MailBox objects contain three member functions that are of interest. They
are post(), pend(), and messageWaiting().

Member function post() allows the posting task, or sending task, to send a
32-bit message to the mailbox. When a task posts to a MailBox, the following
events take place. The information is placed in the mailbox and a reschedule is
issued.

If the posting task, the task sending the message to the mailbox, has a

higher priority than any task waiting on the mailbox, it will continue to run. If,
however, a higher priority task is waiting on this mailbox, the waiting task will
gain access to the CPU and the posting task will be swapped out.

Member function pend() allows a task to wait for a message to be posted to a
mailbox. When a task pends on a MailBox, if a message is already present, it is
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retrieved without being preempted. If, on the other hand, the MailBox is empty,
the pending task is blocked, and a reschedule occurs.

Member function messagewaiting() provides the calling task a way to check
the contents of a mailbox without the risk of being suspended.

The MailBox object was implemented so that it always queues messages.
This way, if for some reason a task got behind, it would not lose information. Of
course, if the queue is fully expended, the problem of lost messages will persist.
Table VII describes the public interface for the MailBox object.

Table VII. MailBox Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

MailBox

Constructor - Allocates space for queues and
initializes variables.

messagewaiting

Method that returns non-zero if message is waiting.

postMessage

Method to post message. Reschedule happens as
a result.

pendMessage

Method to pend on a message. A reschedule could
happen.

getAddress

Method to return the address of the mailbox

getStatus

Method that returns the status of the mailbox.
(Empty, Pending,Posted)

setAddress

Method used to set the address of a MailBox.

setKemel

Method to set the static variable kernel with the
address of TaskControl object.
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F. Task Class
The abstract base class Task provides the necessary functionality that all
descending tasks will inherit by deriving from it. An abstract base class is a
class with at least one pure virtual member function [6]. A pure virtual member
function is a function that has to be fully defined by a descendent of the class
that contains it. Figure 8 below shows the internal contents of a Task object.

char
short int
short int
short int
char far

♦name;
id;
stat;
priority;
♦workspace;

CONTEXT far ♦stackPtr;
short int
short int

account;
timer;

String name of the class
id of task
current status of task
task priority (0 - 15)
pointer to the entire stack
frame
stack
pointer context for
//
this task
// accounting information
// delay timer for task.
//
//
//
//
//

static MailBox *keyboard;

// Pointer to the keyboard
MailBox
static TaskControl *kernel; // Pointer to the kernel
Figure 8. Task Class

The Task object provides an interface into the kernel that all tasks can use to
make requests of the system (see Table VIII). It also provides an interface into
the Task object’s state information. By doing this, all user-defined tasks that are
derived from the Task can respond to any messages generated by the system.
The system has been designed to know how to interface with objects of type
Task, and thanks to inheritance and virtual functions, the system already
contains the knowledge to interface into user written application task objects.
Derived tasks will inherit this behavior. This allows the kernel to treat all
descendants of task as if they were just objects of type Task. Dynamic binding
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of member function invocation at run time, instead of the typical static binding at
build time, along with inheritance, allows for this flexibility.

A public interface was designed to move data into and out of the Task
object. This interface isolates the implementation of the Task object from the
rest of the system. The previously discussed system components, queues,
mailboxes, etc. all communicate information in and out of a Task object via this
interface.

A look at the Task constructor will explain the complexity of this class. Task
objects can be created in only one way. The constructor takes three arguments
and is as follows:
Taskfint priority, int stackSize, char *taskName)
The first argument is an integer representing the priority of the task. This
number is currently a number between 0 and 15 inclusive. The second
argument is the stack size for the task that is to be created. This number should
be at least 1K in size and cannot exceed 64K. The third argument contains a
pointer to a name that can be assigned to the task. This is used for debug and
integration purposes, and serves no other function in the kernel.

The creation of user-defined tasks is straightforward. First, the user-defined
task must derive from the Task class. Next, a constructor has to be made that
calls the Task constructor with the three arguments described above. A
mailLoopf) member function has to be written to override the inherited
mailLoopO pure virtual member function. This member function will contain the
endless loop for the task that is being developed. These are the minimum
requirements to attach any user-defined task to the system.
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All Tasks have access to a keyboard class variable. This contains a handle
to a MailBox that the InputTask posts keyboard information. This allows a task
to have access to the keyboard if needed.

Table VIII illustrates the Task public interface. This interface is by far the
largest of all the objects used to make-up the kernel.

Table VIII. Task Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

Task

Constructor - Allocates space for stack and
initializes instance variables.

setKeyBoard

Sets the keyboard class variable.

getKeyBoard

Returns the keyboard class variable.

setKemel

Sets the kernel class variable.

getKernel

Returns the kernel class variable.

setStat

Sets the stat instance variable.

getStat

Returns the stat instance variable.

setStackPtr

Sets the StackPtr instance variable.

getStackPtr

Returns the StackPtr instance variable.

setAccount

Sets the account instance variable.

getAccount

Returns the account instance variable.
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Table VIII (continued). Task Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

setID

Sets the id instance variable.

getID

Returns the id instance variable.

setPriority

Sets the priority instance variable.

getPriority

Returns the priority instance variable.

setTimer

Sets the timer instance variable.

getTimer

Returns the timer instance variable.

getName

Returns the name instance variable.

key Hit

Returns true if key has been hit.

getChar

Returns key in input buffer.

putChar

Puts character to input buffer.

mainEntry

Main entry point for all Task objects.

mainLoop

Virtual function that contains the main loop for the
task.

delayTask

Method that allows the delaying of task.

lock

Method to lock the kernel.

unLock

Method to unLock the kernel.

stopTasks

Method to stop multitasking for the entire kernel.

reschedule

Method to force a reschedule.

createMailBox

Method to create a MailBox object.

post

Method to post message to MailBox object.

pend

Method to cause task to pend on MailBox object.

messagewaiting

Method returns true if MailBox object contains
message.
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G. InputTask and Idle Class
The next two classes are the InputTask class and the Idle class. These
classes are both derived from the abstract base Task class. They provide
functionality at the system level and must be present for the system to run
correctly. Neither of these classes contain any new data or methods that can be
called by the applications programmer.

The Idle class provides an infinite loop, located in the mainLoopQ member
function, that is executed if all other tasks in the system are blocked. It has a 1K
stack and a priority of 15, (the lowest), which prohibits this task from running if
any other task in the system is ready. However, in the case when all
user-defined tasks are blocked, this task will run and just consume CPU time.

The InputTask class, like the Idle class has its stack set to 1K. However, the
priority of this task is set to 0, (the highest). This means that this task will always
run before any other user-defined task that is ready.

The InputTask has the only friend relationship in the system. It is a friend to
the Task class. This means that the Task class is open to the InputTask. This
relationship grants the InputTask class the necessary access to the keyboard
data member (see Figure 8).

The required mainLoopf) member function simply checks to see if a key has
been hit. If so, it accepts the keystroke and posts to the keyboard MailBox. It
then does a delay for one clock tick. If, for some reason, checking the keyboard
every timer-tick is to much of a burden on the system, the delay can be changed
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in timer-tick increments to a larger value. Like all user-defined tasks the
mainLoop() member function runs in an infinite loop, or calls a function that runs
in an infinite loop.

H. TaskControl Class
The last class to be discussed is the TaskControl class. This class forms the
heart of the kernel. This class coupled with the previously described classes
contain all the necessary code and data to build a multitasking system. The
internal data structure of the TaskControl task appears in Figure 8.
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// ID of next task to be created
static short int
ids;
// Used by ISR to keep PC Time
static short int
caseVar;
// Signals task switch pending
static short int
signalTaskSwitch;
// Make pointer to object available at global level
static TaskControl *self;
// Store the original timer tick ISR
static void interrupt far ( *oldIntHndlr08)
// Idle task
static Idle

(...)/

*idleTask;

// Read keyboard task
static InputTask *inputTask;
// Queue for tasks with ready status
TaskPriorityQ readyQueue;
TimerQ
Task
short int
short int
CONTEXT far
MailBox
short int
MailBox

timerQ;
// Delay queue
*currentTask; // Pointer to running task
locked;
// Kernel lock flag
taskRunning; // Used to signal multitasking
♦firstStackPtr;// Original SS:SP (stack)
// before multitasking
♦mailBoxList; // List of MailBoxes
mailBoxCnt;
// Number of MailBoxes
// allocated
keyboardBox; // Mailbox for keyboard input
Figure 9. TaskControl Class

As indicated in Figure 9, this is the most complex object in the system. This
object contains the member functions that enable the actual multitasking. A look
at the constructor for the TaskControl object will illustrate how this is
accomplished.

The TaskControl constructor will initialize the non-static instance variables to
zero or NULL as necessary. It will also initialize the self pointer. This pointer is
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needed since the interrupt service routines (ISR), which are static member
functions, must be able to access all the parts of the TaskControl class. Since
static member functions are not associated with an object, a copy of the object
pointer had to be made to allow the ISR's access to the internal structure of the
TaskControl object. The Dr. Dobb's kernel above used a global variable to
accomplish this. The self pointer is declared private to restrict its visibility in the
system. This is a cleaner and more maintainable approach.

Next the constructor acquires the original interrupt vector at location eight
($8H) [8]. This is the PC's timer-tick ISR that is supplied with standard DOS. It
is stored in the (*oldlntHandler08)() instance variable. The mailBoxList is then
created to give the system MailBox objects. The kernel data members of the
constituent objects, such as the TaskPriorityQ, InputTask, etc, then have their
static kernel data members set to point to self. This is necessary so that all
objects that are contained inside the TaskControl object have access to the
kernel object's interface if necessary. The InputTask and Idle tasks are created
and added to the ready queues via the addTask() method. After the addition of
any user-defined tasks, again with the addTask() method, the TaskControl object
is ready for multitasking.

The addTask() method is used to add a task to the system ready queue. The
applications developer uses this member function to add user-defined tasks to
the system. This member function will add the task to the proper ready queue
based on the priority of the task. All Task objects can respond to a getPriorityQ
message so the kernel does not have to access the task internal structure to
retrieve this type of information.
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Multitasking is initiated by making a call to the startTasksf) member function.
This member function reprograms the internal PC timer [9], via the private
member function setTimerQ, and places the private static member function's
address myTimerlntHndlr() into interrupt vector number eight hex ($8H). Once
this is done, on the next timer-tick interrupt, the system starts multitasking.
During some of this set up, interrupts are disabled for obvious reasons.

Static member function myTimerlntHndlrQ is a new timer-tick ISR. It is
declared private to prohibit its use outside the class. Its purpose is to interrupt
any task that is running when a timer-tick occurs. It also makes a call to the
scheduler and keeps track of the elapsed time since multitasking has started.

A description of static member function myTimerlntHndlr() follows. This
function is a C++ function that takes advantage of the extended language
features of the Borland C++ compiler to get a copy of the Stack Segment (SS)
and the Stack Pointer (SP) registers. These are then placed in far pointer format
and passed to the private member function performTaskSwitchQ. After
performTaskSwitch() returns, the ISR makes a call to the old timer-tick to update
the PC clock, it then fixes up the stack and returns. This return is the actual task
switch, if and only if, another task of higher priority was ready and the kernel was
not locked.

Member function performTaskSwitch() decides if another task should have
the CPU. It takes only one parameter which is a pointer to the outgoing task's
stack pointer. It returns the stack pointer of the task that will next receive the
CPU's services. The state of the current, or outgoing task is retrieved to
determine if it was blocked or if its time quantum has expired. For active,
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non-blocked tasks, the outgoing task is placed on the ready queue via the
TaskPriorityQ object. Then, in either case, the TaskPriorityQ is queried for the
highest runnable task. Note that the outgoing task could be the highest task and
could continue to run. Accounting information is updated for this newly retrieved
task and the stack pointer for the task is retrieved from the Task object. The
stack pointer is then returned.

If for some reason the kernel is locked, the passed-in stack pointer is
returned, and a flag is set to indicate that a task switch should have happened,
but was disabled. The unLockf) member function contains logic that will force a
reschedule if a task switch occurred while the kernel was locked.

Since the myTimerlntHndlr() member function is defined using the interrupt
qualifier, the compiler saves all the CPU registers upon invocation of the
function and restores them upon exiting of the function [7]. This is how the
registers of the CPU get set up for the task switch. See Figure 3 above for the
layout of the Context class which contains the layout of a task context. Table IX
describes the public interface of the TaskControl object.
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Table IX. TaskControl Class - Member Function List
Member Function

Purpose

TaskControl

Constructor - Perform initialization and set
constituent objects.

addTask

Adds a Task * to the ready queue.

delayTask

Delays the passed in Task * for the passed in
number of timer ticks.

startTasks

Starts multitasking

stopTasks

Stops multitasking

lock

Prohibits a task switch

unLock

Cancels the effect of lock(), allowing multitasking.

reschedule

Forces a reschedule

createMailBox

When passed a MailBox address, returns the
handle for that MailBox.

getKeyBoard

Returns the MailBox handle to the keyboard
MailBox.

getReadyQueue

Return a reference to the ready queue.

I. Features and Limitations
Now that the classes have been discussed in some detail, a discussion
follows describing the system's construction and limitations. The TaskControl
class, as stated above, contains instances of many of the other smaller and
more specific classes. This is called a "has-a" relationship [6]. The
TaskPriorityQ was created so that a multiple priority system could be developed.
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The way the algorithm works is only to run tasks with the highest (lowest
number) priority that are ready. If more than one task has the same priority, then
a round robin technique is used to allow each task one time quantum, which in
this case is about 10 milliseconds. This technique is described in detail in [10].
Figure 10 below shows graphically how the ready queue is set up in the
TaskPriorityQ object.

Tasks by Priority
InputTask

Runable Tasks
Highest

User Defined Tasks
User Defined Tasks
Idle

Lowest

Figure 10. The Priority Queue

As seen in the figure, the InputTask task has the highest priority and the Idle
task has the lowest. The user-defined tasks can be any priority in between, with
up to 16 per priority level. This should allow the applications developer to build
a somewhat complex system. If, for some reason, this is a constraint that an
application cannot live with, the size of the TaskPriorityQ and TaskQ objects can
be constructed differently to accommodate the increased task requirements.

Because the PC clock was reprogrammed to fire at a faster rate, logic was
put in to keep the PC time accurate. The standard PC clock fires approximately
every 55 milliseconds [8]. The kernel PC timer was reprogrammed to fire at
about 10 milliseconds. This means that the application is interrupted every 10
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milliseconds. The logic in the kernel timer-tick ISR makes calls to the original
timer-tick ISR every 50 and 60 milliseconds. This averages out to the 55
milliseconds over the life of the program.

A great deal of thought was put into how to handle DOS in this multitasking
environment as MS-DOS is not reentrant. This is a big challenge, because once
a DOS system function is started, another DOS system function cannot start until
it is done. Unfortunately, rewriting DOS was beyond the scope of this research,
so the lock mechanism described above was put in place to establish a
boundary around any code that would result in DOS system calls.

Keyboard input and screen output were handled in this way. This is why
there is the need for the InputTask task to run every clock tick. In effect, it has to
poll DOS to see if a keyboard input has arrived.

The porting of this kernel to a platform other than MS-DOS may not have the
above limitations. This would be true if the low level operating system code, of
the system that the kernel was being ported to, was indeed reentrant.

Tests were run to see whether an interrupt handler could post to a kernel
mailbox. This is possible and can be accomplished as expected. Again the
problem was not to spend all the research time deciphering how DOS works with
the keyboard, but to spend time working on the kernel features. If the keyboard
interrupt handler and the device driver were rewritten to have knowledge of the
kernel, the InputTask object could very easily be changed to pend on a mailbox
instead of querying the keyboard for input. Notice that a change like this would
not require a change in the logic of the other objects in the system. This is the
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beauty of encapsulation. Changes like this are isolated from the rest of the
system.

A general Window object was written to help in the verification of the kernel.
This made the screen I/O much easier. This object is not, however,
"kernel-aware." What this means is that to use the member functions of the
Window object, screen output code had to be enclosed in kernel lock() and
unLockQ statements.
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V. SIMULATION STUDY

This section will describe the simulation that was chosen to test the kernel.
Two simulation applications were created. One application using the kernel, and
the other using a non-multitasking approach.

A. What Was Done.
A simulation was created to demonstrate the effectiveness of the kernel. The
simulation shows that the kernel does provide multitasking on an IBM PC
running standard MS-DOS and that applications similar to the simulation
example are excellent candidates for a multitasking solution. The simulation
application is simple in nature. Data was collected, and a comparison between
the two applications, one with the kernel, and the other, a non-multitasking
solution to the same problem was made. In a multitasking environment when
the system is not compute bound, the CPU time can be split in such a way as to
give the effect of having a separate CPU for each process in the system. The
simulation will further show that throughput will be increased in the multitasking
system over its non-multitasking counterpart. This concept is far from new, but it
would demonstrate that the kernel indeed provides a mechanism to multitask,
even in a non-multitasking environment such as standard MS-DOS.
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Doors

PC Controller
Figure 11. Simulation Schematic

The simulation application is a PC controller that is used to control external
devices (see Figure 11). In the simulation, the external devices are power
windows, and power doors. These are similar to an automatic door in a grocery
store and the power windows in a car. The key concept here is, once the
sequence is initiated, the controller waits on the event to finish before
proceeding.

The PC simulates sending and receiving data to and from the external
devices. It does this by sending open or close messages to the window or door,
and waits until the external device signals back that it is in position before
updating the monitor display.

External devices were not available, and interface hardware to the devices
was not to be developed. Since there are no real external devices, the waits are
simulated by delaying a certain random amount of time before updating the
display console. A timed loop will be used to simulate the time it takes for an
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external event to signal back to the PC that the event is complete. This is not a
problem. In the multitasking case, a task delay is used to simulate the wait, and
in the non-multitasking application, an empty loop will be executed to simulate
the wait.

A random set of time data is run through the application. The simulated
external events wait for a random amount of time, either via delay or loop,
before returning back to the application. After the simulated completion of an
external event, the application can proceed and the display monitor is updated.

To allow for rapid testing, the time duration of the events does not model
what would be possible in the real world. It was important for the simulation to
push the kernel to its operating envelope for design verification purposes. In
real life, physical events of this magnitude would take much longer.

Data was collected where events arrive faster, slower, or at the same rate as
the events' signal completion. This translates into the arrival time and execution
time of an event. A comparison of the results of both simulations shows that the
second application, the non-multitasking one, behaved differently, as expected.
The first application, the multitasking one, was not affected by arrival times since
the PC controller can, in effect, process, within the limits of the queue lengths,
many events simultaneously. This is due to the fact that all control processes
(Window and Door) were ready to start upon arrival of an event.

All event arrival and execution times were randomly generated to represent
the dynamics of real world activities. A table of pseudo random numbers was
generated, and compiled into both applications.
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The simulated PC systems controlled three windows and two doors. Door
events had an execution time of one and a half times the window events. This
was done so all events in the system would not have the same basic execution
time.

B. Application Number 1 (multitasking case)

The first application was developed using the kernel. It was very easy to put
together the application once the kernel was up and running. Application
development with the kernel is easy once the tasks are defined and the
intercommunication between tasks are laid out. The following discussion will
describe the building and flow of the simulation in the kernel application.

Window and Door classes were derived from the Task class. These classes
simulated the interface to and from the window and door external events.
System and display console classes, also derived from the Task class, were
defined to provide the system and display functionality. An event simulator task
was created, again deriving from Task, to simulate event arrival.

The display task was given the highest priority, followed by the system task.
The five sensor tasks, (three windows and two doors), were next with identical
priorities. The lowest priority user-defined task was the event simulator task.

The basic flow, which is depicted in Figure 12, is as follows. The event
simulator runs in an infinite loop. It will delay a random amount of time before
posting the next event to the system task via a MailBox.
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The system task, which also operates in a loop, is pending on the event
mailbox. When an event arrives it validates the event and dispatches it out to
the correct door or window task, again via mailboxes. As far as the system task
is concerned, the three windows and doors are five distinct events. It then sends
the message to the display task to update the respective task's display.

Figure 12. Multitasking Example Program Flow

The display task shows the observer the state of each device, along with
which event was last to be processed. The latter is not the state of the external
device, in this case a window or door. Window and Door displays are only
updated after the device has signaled back that the operation is complete. The
display string will be displayed before the event controller tasks (window or door)
start to execute. This is because the system and display tasks have a higher
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priority than the event controller tasks. The system task also queries the
InputTask MailBox, via the getCharf) member function, which it inherits from the
Task object. If the character 'Q' is received, the system is shut down, statistics
are written out to a file, and the program terminates.

The display task, after screen initialization, also operates in an infinite loop.
It pends on a screen mailbox that can be posted to by the system task or any of
the external device event controller tasks. It decodes the message and updates
the correct portion of the screen. Once the screen is updated, it pends on the
screen mailbox waiting for the next screen output request.

The event controller tasks, three window and two door tasks, are operating in
an infinite loop, and are waiting on the respective mailbox for the arrival of an
event. When an event arrives, the activated event controller extracts some
accounting information and delays for a random amount of time. Once the time
has expired, simulating the external event signaling back to the PC the
completion of the event, the event controller posts a message to the display task
to update the position display, open or shut, for the corresponding external
event. The event controller task then waits for the next event arrival before the
process is repeated.

If the system were hooked up to real external events, mailboxes could be
posted to by the external event device driver code. This could be either the
interrupt handler for the event, or a separate task could be created to provide
the device dependent services.
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At the high level, in any given time, zero, one, or more event controllers may
be waiting, in parallel, while the rest of the system continues to function. This is
where the merits of multitasking become realized. The CPU is only used to
perform the PC controller functions and is not wasted in delay time loops waiting
for external events to respond back. This allows multiple events to be serviced
at the same time.

It will be shown in the next simulation program, which uses a
non-multitasking solution to the same problem, that CPU time is wasted in timing
loops. This effectively limits the processing of only one event at any given time.
If the events arrive fast enough, fast enough being any faster than the average
execution time for the events, queueing happens and the overall throughput of
the system is decreased.

C. Application Number 2 (non-multitasking case)

The second application is done in a more traditional fashion. It was written in
C++, but is not based on objects. It does, however, use the Window class
described above, for all screen output. This gave both applications the same
look on the screen.

A straightforward approach was taken to design this application. The
purpose for doing the second application was to provide a benchmark to verify
the multitasking kernel's effectiveness.

This application utilized the interrupt handler from the first application with a
couple of modifications. The modifications were in the area of separating the
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kernel calls from the ISR. The code located inside the kernel's settimer()
member function was also used. This would permit a consistent timing
mechanism between both applications.

In this application, some of the logic for the application had to be moved into
the ISR. For instance, the event arrival had to be moved into the ISR. This is
unlike the first applications approach where a task could be dedicated to this
process. It is beyond the scope of this research to prove why designing
multi-process applications with separate tasks makes the overall design more
robust and easier to maintain [10]. Because this approach contains only one
task, the actual application, not counting the ISR, the developer did not have the
luxury of looking at each task as separate entities.

Once an event arrives, if the system is not processing another event, the
processing of the event is simulated by executing a random length empty DO
loop, based on the type of event (Window or Door). If the system is busy, the
event is queued so the system can get to it when it is finished with any previous
events. Once the event delay has completed, the screen is updated and
accounting information is recorded. This empty DO loop corresponds exactly to
the delay times in the first simulation. This was not hard to accomplish since this
application's system time comes from a reprogrammed PC system clock that has
been programmed the same as in the kernel's. The application then looks to see
if another event has arrived. If so, the process repeats.
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VI. RESULT DISCUSSION

The major difference in these two approaches is that in the first application
when an event arrives, the correct process task is kicked off. If another event
arrives before the completion of the previous event, another process can be
kicked off, in parallel. Multitasking is achieved. Both process are working
concurrently, although the first is waiting for its event to finish. In any case more
than one process can be worked on at a time.

In the second simulation, once an event arrives, the next event cannot start
processing until the current event is complete. It is pretty easy to see that
queuing will start as soon as the arrival rate exceeds the processing rate.

Table X and Table XI illustrate the quantitative behaviors of the kernel, with
all times being in timer-ticks. The first column contains the average event
arrival time. The second column contains the average window processing time.
The third column contains the average door processing time. The last two
columns contain the observed average execution times for both windows and
doors respectively.

The important thing to observe from the table is that a multitasking approach
is the only approach robust enough to handle the varying data rates. The
non-multitasking application is very sensitive to the arrival times and is therefore
not a desirable solution in applications of a real-time nature.
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Arrival
Time
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Table X. Multitasking Example Results
Door Exec
Window Exec
Door
Window
Time
Time
Proc
Proc
83.29
48.29
75
50
80.74
49.85
75
50
51.94
75.00
75
50
77.08
51.19
75
50
77.08
51.19
75
50
77.08
51.74
75
50
76.71
51.74
75
50
76.71
51.74
75
50
76.71
51.74
75
50
76.71
51.74
75
50

The table above shows exactly what one would expect. In the multitasking
case the average execution time for a window is about 50. The same is true for
the door processing time with an average of about 75. Note that even in the
multitasking example when events arrive much faster than the execution times,
as in doors, some queueing still occurs.

In the non-multitasking (Table XI) example the system is very sensitive to the
arrival times. In fact if the arrival times are at all faster than the process times
the system begins queuing events. In fact, after a close look at the table, when
the arrival interval exceeds the processing time, the average execution times for
both windows and doors begins to taper off. The arrival time is inversely
proportional to the execution time when queuing exists.
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Arrival
Time
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Table XI. Non-multitasking Example Results
Window Exec
Window
Door Exec
Door
Time
Time
Proc
Proc
2766.36
2480.03
50
75
2025.84
50
75
2253.45
1571.65
50
75
1740.55
1117.45
50
75
1227.64
50
75
671.26
722.18
50
75
258.52
250.05
50
75
86.54
53.93
50
75
51.33
77.38
50
75
50.85
76.26
75
50
51.11
76.57

The insignificant digits in the gathered timings may be misleading. The
multitasking solution often handled more events which makes, in this case, the
non-multitasking solution appear to do better when arrival time slows
significantly. Since a random number sequence is being used for not only the
event generation, but also the simulated execution times for all events, a
different order of events will occur which will introduce some noise into the
tables. This also explains the observed values of the execution times for the
very fast arrival rates in the beginning of Table X.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate how both applications ran when varying the
arrival rates from faster to slower, compared to the execution times. This clearly
shows the response of each system. The multitasking example has flat
response curves, while the non-multitasking system response curves slope down
to flat curves as the arrival times become slower than the execution times.
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Figure 13. Multitasking Example Results

Both graphs show that the kernel has indeed increased throughput in the
simulation over the non-multitasking example. This shows that the kernel does
indeed provide multitasking, even in a non-multitasking environment such as
MS-DOS.
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Non-Multitasking Application

Event Interarrival Time in Units
• — Window Proc — ■—

Door Proc

Figure 14. Non-Multitasking Example Results
All real-time applications of this type, (e.g., a set of tasks that run inside a
loop, waiting for an external event), can be built using the kernel. Fortunately
the nature of most real-time applications follows this behavior.
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VII. CONCLUSION

The above kernel, in application framework form, enables the building of
real-time applications. The framework abstracts out most of the system, leaving
application-dependent logic in the resulting program. In fact, most of the credit
to this can go to the use of an object oriented design and implementation.

The kernel could be ported to other environments with only modifications to
the low level functionality. The interrupt service routines would have to be
written, probably in assembly language. The Context class would have to be
rewritten to model the target environments register layout. The timer tick code
would also have to be duplicated on the target system. Once these low level
functions are rewritten, the higher level kernel functions should port with small if
any modifications.

The use of multitasking techniques to solve real-time programming problems
is not new. Most real-time problems are perfectly suited for a multitasking
solution. More importantly, the use of OOP and OOD can further reduce the
complexity in problems of this type.

Object oriented design and programming's real strength is reducing
complexity. Together they do this in so many ways.

For instance, data encapsulation and abstraction allow the developer to
protect the implementation of the object design. Object oriented programming
does this by making the implementation invisible to the other parts of the
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application. This gives the developer of an object the freedom to implement it
any way he/she wants. As long as the public interface has not changed, there is
a guarantee that changes to the object will not break any existing code. This
results from the implementation being hidden from the rest of the application. In
OOP, the dependence upon other object implementation is greatly reduced.

The kernel used data encapsulation to insulate each object's implementation
from the kernel, and user-defined object implementations. This protection of the
implementation reduces the maintenance on the entire system by allowing for
the isolation of change and or enhancements.

Polymorphism enhances source code readability. It does this by enabling the
name space to be reduced, without a corresponding reduction in functionality.
Polymorphism allows multiple objects to use the exact same name for similar, or
dissimilar for that matter, functions. Some of the operators in traditional
languages already allow this. For instance th e '+' operator is overloaded for
both integer and real operations in most languages. The developer only has to
remember th e '+' operator ("what to d o "). After that, the compiler will assure that
the right addition operation ("how to do") is executed. Polymorphism allows this
type of expressiveness to be applied to operators and functions. This will further
reduce the global name space for the human reader, which again leads to
reduced maintenance.

The kernel library, being the type of class library it is, does not contain many
polymorphic functions. It does however use some. For instance, the setting of
the kernel is done the exact same way in all kernel classes. All derived classes
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from the Task class contain a mainLoop() member function that contains the
main loop for the given application task class.

Inheritance, by far the most powerful construct of OOP, allows code to be
shared, even if it has to be changed slightly. Code in a library can be extended
without shipping the source code with the library. This means that libraries, such
as the kernel's above, can be modified without making a change to the original
code, thus reducing any maintenance that might go along with the cloning of
code.

Inheritance can also be used to develop common functionality into an object
that other objects of a similar type can use. This is how the Task class behaves
above. User-defined task classes are derived, or inherit from the kernel Task
class. These derived classes inherit all the state and behavior from the Task
class. This reduces the maintenance burden on an implementation by reducing
the amount of code that must be maintained.

The kernel described above was developed in an Object Oriented fashion.
Enhancements can be made to this kernel without even touching the source.
This is just one of the powerful capabilities of inheritance. For instance if a
developer wanted to enhance the Task class, one can do so without even
making a change in the original source. This is actually how all user-defined
tasks are created.

APPENDIX A.

Kernel Users Reference
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A brief discussion on building applications with the kernel will be provided.
Application development with the kernel is straightforward once the different
processes and the interfaces between them are identified.
A. How to Build a real-time Application with the kernel.

Building a real-time application with the kernel is straightforward.

The

kernel was designed to make real-time application development on an IBM-PC
smooth. There are some requirements that have to be met first. This section
will outline application development, describing how the various components of
the kernel, along with user-defined tasks, are put together.

Every real-time application must have only one TaskControl object. As
stated in the text, the TaskControl object provides most of the multitasking
functionality of the system.
TaskControl

It is defined with the following statement.

system;

The location of the above statement is usually inside the main function. The
system variable's above storage should be of the automatic type, i.e. local to
main, although this is not mandatory. An automatic variable is simply any non
static variable that is local to a function. The kernel is designed to propagate
this object to any other object created in the system that will need it.

The application specific objects are next. These are the objects that
represent each process in the application. These must descend from the Task
class and must contain at least two member functions. The first is a constructor,
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while the second must be a locally defined mailLoopf) function. This will be the
entry point for the object.

The constructor must pass three arguments to the Task constructor. The
prototype for the Task constructor TaskQ is as follows:
Taskfint taskPriority, int stackSize, char *taskName).
All objects of type Task must be, at a minimum, constructed in this way. Of
course other initializations can take place. The taskPriority parameter must be a
number between one and fourteen inclusive. The stack size can be anything
reasonable. The stack must be at least big enough to hold a context object and
a return address along with one parameter. A stack size of 1-4K should be
sufficient for most applications. Keep in mind that there is an upper limit of 64K,
however.

The descendent Task objects should be declared at the same scope as the
TaskControl object declared above. For instance, a system with three tasks
could be declared as in Figure 15.
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#include
#include
#include
#include

"taskctrl.h"
"ta s k lh "
"task2.h"
"task3.h"

int main( int argc, char *argv[])

{
TaskControl
Taskl
Task2
Task3

system;
task1(10,1024,'Task 1M);
task2(9,2048,'T ask 2")\
task3(3,1024,'Task 3");

}
Figure 15. Task Creation Example

In the above figure, Taskl has the lowest priority, while Task3 has the
highest. The stack sizes are 1K for Taskl and Task3, while a 2K stack is used
for Task2.

In this example each task#, (where # is the character 1,2, or 3)

constructor simply passes each argument to the parent task constructor.

The actual multitasking does not start until the TaskControl's startTasksf)
member function is invoked. Before a call to startTasksf) can be made, each
task must be added to the ready queue with a call to the addTaskf) member
function. Figure 16 shows the rest of this skeleton program. Multitasking is
stopped with a call to the TaskControl's member function stopTasksQ, which is
defined in the Task class and is therefore accessible by any of its descendents.
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#include
#include
#include
#include

"taskctrl.h"
"ta s k l h"
,,task2.h"
"task3.h"

int main( int argc, char *argv[])

{
TaskControl
Taskl
Task2
Task3

system;
taskl (10,1024,"Task 1");
task2(9,2048,’Task 2");
task3(3,1024,'Task 3");

// Add all tasks to the system. Can be in any order
system.addTask((Task *) &task1);
system.addTask((Task *) &task3);
system.addTask((Task *) &task2);
II Multitasking starts here.
system.startTasks();
II After multitasking is stopped control returns to here.
; II Here
return 0;

}_________________________________________________________
Figure 16. Kernel Example

At this point the only thing left is to write the code and determine what data is
needed for each task. The next section will describe some of the other objects
in the system that are at the task's disposal.

B. An Introduction to the Task Object

This section describes how tasks are put together. It also provides some
insight into getting an application up and running.
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All of the kernel functionality is accessible by any descendent of the Task
object. The inheritance mechanism in C++ provides us with this. Table VIII
above illustrates the kernel functionality that is available to every descendent of
the Task class. A look at the Task class definition, located in Appendix B, will
give all the detail that is necessary to make these calls to the system. In C++,
class definitions are located in the header "h " files.

For instance, a call to the delayTaskf ticks) member function is invoked to put
the calling task to sleep for ticks timer-ticks. Member functions lock() and
unLockf) are used to isolate code that should not be preempted, such as
MS-DOS, see below. Member functions keyHitf), getCharf), and putCharf) are
the interface into the keyboard. These can be used without the use of the lock
mechanism since they are provided by the kernel. Interface routines into
MailBox objects are also provided. The header file for the Task class provides
all the parameter information for these and other functions.
C. The Use of MailBoxes to Communicate

Interprocess communication, and task synchronization are provided by the
MailBox object. The way to work with MailBoxes is to create/obtain them before
the looping part of a task is entered using the createMai/Box() member function.
Doing this will reduce the effect of the overhead required for MailBox creation
and or retrieving. The createMailBoxf) member function is used to return a
reference to the MailBox object that corresponds to the string that is passed in
as an argument to the function. Once an instance of a MailBox object is
obtained, it can be used forever. At this point one can simply send post and
pend messages to the retrieved MailBox object.
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It is necessary to make a call to createMailBoxf) in each task object that will
use the mailbox. The system will only create a mailbox for the first caller. The
remaining calls will receive the same handle that was created by the first call.
For instance if Taskl and Task2 both need to use a mailbox named
"intertaskMBX", both functions would have a call as follows:
MailBox &aMbx = createMailBoxf'intertaskMBX");

The returned MailBox handle can now be used for any pend or post. Here is an
example of posting and pending.
aMsg = pend( aMbx);
post(aMbx,aMsg);

D. Interactions With DOS

Since MS-DOS is not reentrant, the applications programmer must make sure
that all DOS system calls are surrounded by the kernel lock() and unLock()
member functions. It is essential that this is done in all cases. For instance, if a
task wanted to print some information out to the screen via printfQ, the developer
would have to surround the printf with lock() and unLockf). Here is what would
be required if a user-defined task wanted to output a message to the screen:
lock();
printff'This function requires DOS ");
unLock();
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This will prevent the task from switching until the printf() is complete. It is very
important to know what the compiler or runtime library is doing. The thing to
keep in mind is that if there is some form of I/O involved, one can bet that DOS
is being called, and, one should surround that call with calls to lock() and
unLockQ.

APPENDIX B

Kernel Source Code Listings
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// Header file for class CONTEXT
// This class contains the registers of the task or the
// context of the task
#ifndef CONTEXT_H
#define CONTEXT_H
class Task;
class CONTEXT
{
public:
unsigned int bp;
unsigned int di;
unsigned int si;
unsigned int ds;
unsigned int es;
unsigned int dx;
unsigned int cx;
unsigned int bx;
unsigned int ax;
unsigned int ip;
unsigned int cs;
unsigned int psw;
// flags
public:
CONTEXT();// constructor
~CONTEXT();// destructor
// Get Functions
unsigned int getBPO { return bp;};
unsigned int getDIO { return di;};
unsigned int getSI() { return si;};
unsigned int getDSO { return ds;};
unsigned int getESO { return es;};
unsigned int getDX() { return dx;};
unsigned int getCX() { return cx;};
unsigned int getBX() { return bx;};
unsigned int getAX() { return ax;};
unsigned int getlPO { return ip;};
unsigned int getCS() { return cs;};
unsigned int getPSW() { return psw;};
// Set Functions
void setBP(unsigned regValue) { bp = regValue;};
void setDI(unsigned regValue) { di = regValue;};
void setSI(unsigned regValue) { si = regValue;};
void setDS(unsigned regValue) { ds = regValue;};
void setES(unsigned regValue) { es = regValue;};
void setDX(unsigned regValue) { dx = regValue;};
void setCX(unsigned regValue) { cx = regValue;};
void setBX(unsigned regValue) { bx = regValue;};
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void setAX(unsigned regValue) { ax = regValue;};
void setlP(unsigned regValue) { ip = regValue;};
void setCS(unsigned regValue) { cs = regValue;};
void setPSW(unsigned regValue) { psw = regValue; >;
};
#endif
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// This is the file for the Task Queue data structure.
* The TaskQ object is simply that. A simple circular queue that holds
* task objects. It contains the data members required to maintain
* the queue data structure. Task pointers are simply placed in the queue
* as they arrive. There is NO ordering. Everything is first come
* first serve. This allows the queue to dispatch tasks in a round
* robin fashion. There is no priority once inside the queue.
* Task pointers are placed onto the head of the queue and taken off the
* tail of the queue. This gives us the desired FIFO (first in first out)
* effect. The storage of the queue is from the heap.
*
* There are three main member functions that provide the interface into this object.
*
* The notEmptyO member function returns the state of the queue.
* This member function is inlined for speed.
*

* The put() member function is used to place a task pointer into the queue.
*
* The get() member function returns the next task pointer from the queue.
*

#ifndef TASKQ_H
#define TASKQ_H
class Task;
class TaskQ
{
private:
int
qSize;
//
Task
**queue;
//
short int count;
//
short int head;
//
short int tail;
//
short int nextSlot(short int);
// Private member function to calc next open slot
public:
// constructor initializes all important variables and allocates mem
TaskQ(int sz = 16);
// Free the memory
~TaskQ( void);
// Member function to place object into queue
void put(Task *taskObject);
// Get a task from the queue
Task *get();
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// return true if head != tail, signaling not empty
short int notEmpty() { return (head - tail);};
};
// Private iniined function used to speed things up. This could cause
// problems depending on the compiler implementation,
inline short int TaskQ:;nextSlot(short int oldSlot)
/* Return the next valid slot in queue *1
{
oldSlot++;
// slots are mapped from 0 to the qSize -1
oldSlot = oldSlot & (TaskQ::qSize-1);
return (oldSlot);
}
#endif

// Code for the Task Queue
* Entry Points for this object.
* Task ‘ TaskQ: :get()
get next task pointer from queue.
* void TaskQ::put(Task ‘ taskObject) put task pointer into the queue.
*

include <assert.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "taskq.h"
Function:

TaskQ: TaskQ

Description: Constructor for TaskQ. Argument
sz is defaulted to 16. It must always
be a power of two.
TaskQ ::TaskQ(int sz)
{
// Initialize the array indexes
head = count = tail = 0;
qSize = sz;
// Allocate the space for the queue,
queue = new Task * [ qSize];
assert (queue != 0);
}
Function:

TaskQ: :-TaskQ

Description: Destructor for this object.
TaskQ::~TaskQ( void)
{
delete Qqueue;
queue = NULL;
}

Function: Task ‘ TaskQ::get
Description: Get the next element from queue.
7

Task ‘ TaskQ::getQ
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{

Task ‘ nextTask = NULL;
if (tail != head)
{ // if queue not empty.
// get next task pointer
nextTask = queuef tail];
// increment the tail to point to next task
tail = nextSlot(tail);
// Decrement queue count by one and return the object
count-;
}
// Make sure that tasks are returned to caller.
assert( nextTask != NULL);
retum(nextTask);

}
Function: Task *TaskQ::put
Description: Put task into the queue.
void TaskQ::put(Task MaskObject)
{
// increment number of tasks in queue place incoming task at head
count++;
// Simple check to make sure that queue does not overflow
assert(count != qSize);
// Place object into the queue and increment the head
queue[ head] = taskObject;
head = nextSlot(head);
}
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// TASKPQ.H
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The TaskPriorityQ object is a type of collection object. It is nothing
more then an array of TaskQueues, that are grouped by priority. There
are two member functions in this object. They are getNextTask() and putTask().
getNextTask() will return the highest priority task from the call.
putTask() will place the incoming task into the correct queue. The
priorities are arranged with the lowest number having the highest
priority and the higher number having the lowest priority.

#ifndef TASK_PQ_H
#define TASK_PQ_H
#include "taskq.h"
class TaskPriorityQ
{
private:
int
numQueues;
TaskQ
‘ queues;
public:
// Constructor
TaskPriorityQ(int nQs = 16);

// Number of queues
//Array of TaskQ queues

// Destructor
~TaskPriorityQ( void);
// member function to get next task at highest priority
Task ‘ getNextTaskO;
// member function to put oldTask onto the queue
void putTask(Task ‘ oldTask);
};
#endif
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// TASKPQ.CPP
/******************

r * + * * + + + * + * * * + + + + i

* Entry points into the TaskPriorityQ object:
* Task ‘ TaskPriorityQ::getNextTask()
* void TaskPriorityQ::putTask(Task ‘ oldTask)

#include <stdio.h>
#include <assert.h>
#inciude "taskpq.h"
#include "task.h"
Function:

TaskPriorityQ: TaskPriorityQ

Description: Constructor for this object. Allocates
memory from the heap.
TaskPriorityQ: :TaskPriorityQ( int nQs)
{
numQueues = nQs;
queues = new TaskQ [ numQueues];
assert (queues != 0);
}
Function:

TaskPriorityQ: ^TaskPriorityQ

Description: Destructor, frees up the allocated memory.
TaskPriorityQ::~TaskPriorityQ( void)
{
delete Qqueues;
}

Function: Task ‘ TaskPriorityQ::getNextTask
Description: Return ready task with highest priority.
Task *TaskPriorityQ::getNextTaskO
{
short int index;
Task‘ nextTask = NULL;

// For each priority perform the following. Starting at the
// highest (lowest number)
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for (index = 0; index < TaskPriorityQ::numQueues ; index++)
{
// If queue is not empty then get the task and quit search.
// Note that this search is linear, but small in scope,
if ( queues[ index].notEmptyO)
{
// get this value and return it
nextTask = queues[ index].get();
break; // stop looking search done
}
}
// If for some reason no task is waiting exit to let developer know
assert (nextTask != NULL);
return (nextTask);
}

Function: void TaskPriorityQ::putTask
Description: Place Task on priority queue at current
priority level.
void TaskPriorityQ: :putTask(Task ‘ oldTask)
{
queues[ oldTask->getPriority()].put(oldTask);
}
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// TIMERQ.H
// Header file for the class TIMERQ
^**************+****************************************+********************
* The TimerQ object collects tasks that are waiting a specific amount
* of time before becoming ready again. The queue can hold 16 tasks at
4 once. The queue is ordered in such a way that each task is placed in
* the queue based on the amount of time that it is waiting. The
* smallest delay is put first. This task will have its counter reset to
* zero and the queue timer counter will be the value of this counter.
* Each task after the first one has its timer decremented by this amount.
* The total time remaining for any given task is simply the current
* queue timer value + the task timer value. There are two main member functions that
* can be called.
*
* The first is the putTask() member function. This member function will load incoming
* delayed tasks into the queue and set the master queue time accordingly.
* This member function is called by the TaskControl object, as the object makes a
* call to the TaskControl object when it wants to sleep.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The second member function is decrementTimerO. This is called
for each system clock tick. It simply registers the passing of a time
quantum and frees up any tasks that have their timers expire. Note that
the accuracy of the timer is +- one timer tick. This is because the
synchronization of putting a task into the queue and a system clock tick
are not tied together.

#ifndef TIMERQ_H
#define TIMERQ_H
// Forward References
class Task;
class TaskControl;
class TimerQ
{
private:
// Current size of queue
int
qSize;
static TaskControl ‘ kernel;
// Pointer to the current kernel
Task
“ tasks;
// Actual task slots
// The master timer for the queue
short int
time;
short int
numTasksWaiting; II Number of tasks waiting,
public:
// Constructor initializes timer and numTasksWaiting along with memory
TimerQ(int size = 16);
// Destructor to free up the memory
-TimerQQ;
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// Simple get member function
short int getNumTasksWaitingO { return numTasksWaiting;};
// Main member functions
void
putTask(Task &aTask);
void
decrementTimer();

// Put task into queue
// Decrement timer possible freeing
// up a task.

// Allows the kernel to make itself available to this object
void setKemel(TaskControl *sys) { kernel = sys;};
};
#endif
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// TIMERQ.CPP
// Code for the Timer Q Class

*
*
*
*

Entry Points into the TimerQ object
TimerQ: :TimerQ()
void TimerQ::putTask(Task &aTask)
void TimerQ::decrementTimer()

constructor

#include <stdio.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include "timerq.h"
#include "taskctl.h"
include M
task.hH
// Static Member Initializations
TaskControl *TimerQ::kemel = (TaskControl *) NULL;
Function: TimerQ: TimerQ
Description: Constructor
7
TimerQ: :TimerQ(int size)
{
qSize = size;
// Allocate space for the tasks
tasks = new Task * [ qSize];
assert (tasks != 0);
numTasksWaiting = 0;
time = 0;

// No Tasks in Q
// Queue has no time left to expire

}
y*******************************************************

Function: TimerQ::~TimerQ
Description: Destructor - frees up allocated memory.
TimerQ: :~TimerQ0
{
delete Qtasks;
tasks = NULL;
}
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Function: void TimerQ::putTask
Description: Put Task in Timer Q depending on the
length of the delay.

*********** ******************** ********************* ***/

void TimerQ::putTask(Task &aTask)
{
short int
index;
short int
dTime;
// Lock the kernel and set this task to blocked
kemel->lock();
aTask. setStat(Task::blocked);
// Place task into the Q at front if no tasks waiting
if (numTasksWaiting == 0)
{ // No Tasks Waiting Put in Front
tasks[ 0] = &aTask;
numTasksWaiting++;
// Set Timer Queue time to value of task delay and reset
// delay in task
time = aTask.getTimer();
aTask.setTimer(0);
// Unlock and reschedule
kemel->unLockO;
kemel->reschedule();
return;
}
// Queue already has tasks. Place in corrrect position
if (aTask.getTimer() < time)
{
// Put task at front of list
// Since all tasks are sorted from least time to most
// this task will affect the time stored in each task.
// Add the delta time onto each task delaying in queue.
// and move all tasks down one slot in queue.
dTime = time - aTask.getTimer();
for(index = numTasksWaiting; index > 0; index-)
{
tasks[ index-1]->setTimer(tasks[ index-1]->getTimer() + dTime);
tasks! index] = tasks! index-1];
} // end of for
// Set the queue time to aTask.timer
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time = aTask.getTimer();
// Place task at front
tasks[ 0] = &aTask;
// Reset the timer
aTask. setTimer(0);
numTasksWaiting++;
// Abort if more then qSize tasks are put onto the queue dirty but
// safe.
assert( numTasksWaiting != qSize);
} // end if aTask.timer smallest
else
// aTask.timer is in middle or at end
if (aTask.getTimerO - time >= tasks[ numTasksWaiting -1]->getTimer())
{
// aTask.timer is largest put at end
tasks[ numTasksWaiting] = &aTask;
// Subtract time off the end of aTask timer
aTask.setTimer( aTask.getTimerO - time);
numTasksWaiting++;
// Abort if more then qSize tasks are put onto the queue
// Not real clean but safe.
assert( numTasksWaiting != qSize);
} // end if aTask.timer the largest
else
{
// Put in middle of queue
// Update the task time by subtracting off the current queue time
aTask.setTimer( aTask.getTimerO - time);
// Start at largest task and move to the smallest looking
// for slot to place aTask into.
for (index = numTasksWaiting; index > 0; index-)
{
if (aTask.getTimerO <= tasks[ index - 1]->getTimer())
{
tasks[ index] = tasks[ index-1];
tasks[ index-1] = &aTask;
}
else
break;
}
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numTasksWaiting++;
// Abort it more then qSize tasks are put onto the queue
// Not Clean but safe.
assert( numTasksWaiting != qSize);
} // aTask.timer is in middle
// Must perform a reschedule after the kernel is unlocked
kemel->unLock();
kemel->reschedule();
}
***********«**************+*****************************
Function: void TimerQ::decrementTimer
Description: Decrement Timer possibly freeing up
a task that is ready.

void TimerQ::decrementTimerO
{
int taskFreed = 0;
int i;
if (InumTasksWaiting)
return; // No tasks waiting
time-;

// decrement the timer

if (Itime)
{ // At least one task has expired Lock kernel and proceed
kemel->lock();
// Locate each task that might have expired. Expired tasks
// have a timer value of 0.
for (i = 0; i < numTasksWaiting; i++)
{
if (tasks[ i]->getTimer() == 0)
{
// if quantum has expired make task ready and
// put into ready queue.
tasks[ i]->setStat(Task:: ready);
kemel->readyQueue.putTask(tasks[ i]);
taskFreed++;
}
else
break; // leave the for loop
} //endfor
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// if a task has freed. This should be always true,
if (taskFreed)
{
// Update number of tasks waiting
numTasksWaiting -= taskFreed;
// Move all remaining task down in the queue
for (i = 0; i < numTasksWaiting; i++)
{
tasks[ i] = tasks[ i + taskFreed];
tasksj i + taskFreed] = (Task *) NULL;
}
// Queue time now is set to the first task in the queue
// Each task has this value subtracted from its time
time = tasks[ 0]->getTimer();
for(i=0; i < numTasksWaiting; i++)
tasks[ i]->setTimer( tasks[ i]->getTimerO - time);
}
// Unlock kernel end of critical section
kemel->unLock();
} // end if Itime
}
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// MAILBOX.H
*
*
*
*
*
*
4
*

The MailBox object allows intertask communication between tasks. A task
can either pend (wait) or post (send) a message (32 bit int). The
message is currently stored as a pointer to a task. Mailbox
will use the cast operation to place and remove messages from the
the message queues. A queue allows a mailbox to hold multiple messages.
The MailBox has the responsibility of blocking the pending task,
and waking this task back up when the MailBox has been posted to.
It interacts with the kernel to do this.

// This is the MailBox Object header file. It contains all definitions
// necessary to use the kernel mailbox
#ifndef MAILBOX_H
#define MAILBOX_H
#include "taskq.h"
// Forward Reference necessary for pointer declaration
class TaskControl;
class MailBox
{
private:
static TaskControl ‘ kernel;
char
‘ address;
TaskQ
message;
TaskQ
poster;
TaskQ
pender;
short int
status;

// allows kernel access
// Address of mailbox
// 32 bit message Q
// posting task Q
// pending task Q
// Flag to indicate the presence
// of mail

public:
enum {empty = 0, posted, pending};
MailBox(int size = 16);
// constructor default q size 16
~MailBox();
// destructor
// Member function to allow the checking of mailbox msg queue, without PEND,
int messageWaiting( void);
// Posting task sends message to mailbox
void postMessage(long message,Task ‘ post);
// Pending tasks waits on message to be placed in mailbox
long pendMessage(Task ‘ pend);
// Get the address of the mailbox. A text value
char ‘ getAddressQ {return address;};
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// Get at the status of the MailBox
short int getStatus() { return status;};
// Set the address of Mailbox
void setAddress(char *add);
// Set up the kernel so mailbox can access it.
void setKemel(TaskControl *sys) { kernel = sys;};
};
#endif
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// MAILBOX.CPP
y****************************************************************************
* MailBox Entry Points
* MailBox::MailBox()
constructor
* void MailBox::postMessage(long msg, Task ‘ post)
* long MailBox: :pendMessage(Task ‘ pend)
* void MailBox: :setAddress(char *addr)
****************************************************************************/
#include <string.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include "mailbox.h"
#include "taskctl.h"
#include "task.h"
// Static initializations happen here
TaskControl ‘ MailBox::kernel = (TaskControl *) NULL;
Function: MailBox::MailBox
Description: Constructor

»*»»*»**»***»»»*»*»»*»»****»»»»»»»*»**»**»»»*»»****»***y

MailBox::MailBox(int size): message(size), pender(size), poster(size)
{
status = MailBox::empty; // MailBox initialize to empty
address = NULL;
// Make the address of MailBox
}

Function: MailBox::~MailBox
Description: Destructor - frees up allocated memory.

MailBox: :~MailBox()
{
delete Qaddress;
address = NULL;
}
Function: int MailBox::messagewaiting
Description: Member function that will check to see if
there is a message in mailbox. If so
at will return true. Otherwise false.
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int MailBox::messageWaiting( void)
{
return (status == MailBox::posted);
}
Function: void MailBox::postMessage
Description: Post a 32 bit Message to MailBox Object.
void MailBox::postMessage(long msg, Task *post)
{
Task *aTask;
kemel->lock();
// entering critical section
message.put((Task *) ((void *) msg)); // set the message
poster, put(post);
// log the posting task's object
switch (status)
{
case MailBox::pending:
aTask = pender. get();
poster.getO;

// Task already waiting on mailbox
// Get the Pending Task
// Get poster of message
// and disregard

aTask->setStat(Task::ready);
kemel->readyQueue.putTask(aTask);
break;

// make task ready to run
// put in ready queue

case MailBox::empty:
status = MailBox:: posted;

// set to mail present fall through

case MailBox::posted:
break;

// Mailbox already posted do nothing
// Message gets queued

} // end Switch
// exiting critical section
kemel->unLock();
// reschedule the tasks could restart this task or other readied task
kemel->rescheduleO;
}

Function: long MailBox: .pendMessage
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Description: Pend on 32 bit Message in MailBox
***********************************************»*******^
long MailBox: :pendMessage(Task *pend)
{
long localMessage;
Task *aTask;
kemel->lock();
// entering critical section of MailBox
switch (status)
{
case MailBox::posted: // Message waiting in Mailbox
// incomming task will not reschedule
// Get copy of message
localMessage = (long) ((void *)message.get());
pender. put(pend);
// Save this task
poster.getO;
// get rid of poster of message
aTask = pender. get();
// Get pending Task
// Do not set incoming task to ready. It is already active
if (aTask != pend)
aTask->setStat(Task::ready);
// if queues empty Set Mailbox to empty
if (Ipender. notEmpty()&&! poster. notEmpty()&&! message. notEmpty())
status = MailBox::empty; // clear mail box
kemel->unLock();
break;

// exiting critical section

case MailBox: :empty:
status = MailBox::pending; // no mail in mailbox set to pend
// and fall through to pending
case MailBox::pending:
pender.put(pend);
// store the pending tasks object
pend->setStat(Task::blocked);
// block task to inhibit it
kemel->unLock();
// exiting critical section
kemel->reschedule();
// block task until post is done
// This is where the current task
// or pending task stops executing.
kemel->lockO;
// re-entering critical section
// Get Copy of Message
localMessage = (long) ((void *)message.get());
// if queues empty set mailbox to empty
if (! pender. notEmpty()&&!poster. notEmptyQ&&! message. notEmptyQ)
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status = MailBox::empty;
kemel->unLock();
break;
} // end switch status
return (localMessage);

// clear mail box
// existing critical section

// return message to pending task

}

Function: void MailBox::setAddress
Description: Set Member function to dynamically set the
address of the mailbox. Once set
it cannot be reset.
void MailBox: :setAddress(char *addr)
{
if (address == NULL);
{
// Allocate space for the mailbox address
address = new char [ strlen(addr) + 1);
assert (address != 0);
strcpy(address.addr);
}
}
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//TASK.H

^

^

*********

****

* The Task object is the ancestor to all tasks in the system. It provides
* the necessary state and behavior that all tasks need. This should
* reduce the burden on the API designer, since all he/she has to worry
* about is the function of the task. The Task object takes care of the
* interface with the system.
#ifndef TASK_DEF
#define TASK.DEF
#include <malioc.h>
#include "context, h"
#include "taskctl.h"
#include "mailbox, h"
class Task
{
private:
friend class InputTask;
char
‘ name;
// String name of the class
short int id;
// id of task
short int stat;
// current status of task
short int priority;
//taskpriority (0-15)
char far ‘ workspace;
// pointer to the entire stack frame
CONTEXT far ‘ StackPtr, // stack pointer Context for this task
short int account;
// accounting information
short int timer;
// delay timer for task.
static TaskControl ‘ kernel;
// Pointer to the kernel
static MailBox ‘ keyboard;
// Pointer to the Keyboard MailBox
protected:
public:
// Defined statuses
enum {active, ready, blocked};
// The task constructor takes the priority, followed by the
// stack size, followed by a character pointer to a string
Task(int,int, char * );
// constructor
~Task();
// destructor
// Set and Get member functions
// Set and get the kernel of the task.
void setKemel(TaskControl ‘ sys) { kernel = sys;} ;
TaskControl *getKemel( void) { return kernel;};
// Set the keyboard of the task.
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void setKeyboard(MailBox *kbd) { keyboard = kbd;};
MailBox *getKeyboard( void ) { return keyboard;};
// Set and get the Status of a task
void setStat(short int newStat) { stat = newStat;};
short int getStatO { return stat;};
// Set and get the task stack pointer
void saveStackPtr(CONTEXT far *newStack) { StackPtr = newStack;};
CONTEXT far *getStackPtr() { return StackPtr;};
// Set the account
short int getAccount() { return account;};
// Increment the account
short int incAccount() { return ++account;};
// Set and get the Task ID
void setlD(short int taskl D) { id = taskl D ;};
short int getIDO { return id; };
// Set and get the priority
short int getPriorityO { return priority;};
void setPriority(short int newPriority) { priority = newPriority;};
// Set and get timer value
void setTimer(short int t) { timer = t;};
short int getTimerO { return timer;};
// Get the name value
char * getNameQ { return name;};
void tasklnitO;

// initialization of task. Not a constructor

// The keyboard interface member functions
// keyHit will return true if a key is waiting
int keyHit( void);
// Return the next character
int getChar( void);
// Put a character to the input stream: Used for simulation purposes
void putChar(int aChar);
// Code entry point for all tasks
static far void mainEntry(Task ‘ theTaskObject);
// Virtual function that must be defined in derived classes. This
// is the actual mail loop of each task.
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virtual void mainLoop( void ) = 0 ;
// Kernel Interface routines. This keeps descendents tasks from
// accessing the kernel directly
// Member function to delay task number of ticks.
void delayTask( int delay) { kemel->delayTask(this,delay);};
// Member function to lock the kernel. This prohibits a task switch
void lock() { kemel->lock();};
// Member function to unlock the kernel. This resumes task switching
void unLock() { kemel->unLock();};
// Member function to stop the multitasking completely
void stopTasks() { kemel->stopTasks();};
// Member function to force a reschedule
void reschedule() { kemel->reschedule();};
// Need to put the mailbox routines here.
// post, pend and message waiting
MailBox &createMailBox(char *mailBoxAddr)
{ return kemel->createMailBox(mailBoxAddr);};
// Member function to post a message to a MailBox
void post(MailBox &aMailBox, long msg)
{ aMailBox.postMessage(msg,this);};
// Member function to pend on a mailbox
long pend(MailBox &aMailBox)
{ return aMailBox.pendMessage(this);};
// Member function used to query a mail box for a message without pending
int messageWaiting( MailBox &aMailBox)
{ return aMailBox.messageWaiting();};
};
#endif
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// TASK.CPP
* The entry points for the Task Object are as follows:
* Task::Task(int tPriority.int taskSize, void far (*funcPtr)())
Task::~TaskO
* int keyHitO
* void putChar()
* intgetChar()
* void mainEntryO
* The rest of functions are either pure virtual or inline.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <string.h>
#include M
task.h"
#include "taskctl.h"

// Static memory allocations
TaskControl *Task::kemel = (TaskControl *) NULL;
MailBox *Task::keyboard = (MailBox *) NULL;
Function: Task::Task
Description: Constructor

Task::Task(int tPriority.int taskSize, char *tName)
{
// Array of pointers to parameters that will be passed to
// the task Looping function
Task “ parmPtr;
// Set new task as ready to run and assign priority
stat = ready;
priority = tPriority;
// Allocate stack space for task
workspace = (char far •) farmalloc((unsigned long) taskSize);
// Could not allocate stack space. No graceful exit as of yet
assert (workspace != NULL);
// Initialize the Task's CPU registers on the pseudo stack
if (workspace 1= (NULL))
{
parmPtr = (Task **) (workspace + (taskSize - 32));
workspace = workspace + (taskSize - sizeof(CONTEXT) - 32);
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// The first initialization is where the CS:IP of the
// caller of the static mainEntry function. Since this
// is really never invoked it is set to point to
// the this pointer.
parmPtrf 0] = this;
// This is the INVISIBLE (this) parameter that is passed to
// all member functions. Since the mainEntry function only
// calls the task's virtual mainLoop function a pointer
// to the corresponding object is needed for this to happen.
parmPtr[ 1] = this;
// Fix up the Stack
StackPtr = (CONTEXT far *) workspace;
// SS:SP points here
stackPtr->ip = FP_OFF(mainEntry);
// offset of task loop
stackPtr->cs = FP_SEG(mainEntry);
// set code segment here;
stackPtr->psw = 0x0200;
// enable interrupts
stackPtr->ds = _DS;
// Use Current Data Segment
#ifdef DEBUG
stackPtr->ax = 0;
stackPtr->bx = 1;
stackPtr->cx = 2;
stackPtr->dx = 4;
stackPtr->es = 8;
stackPtr->si = 16;
stackPtr->di = 32;
#endif
stackPtr->bp = FP_OFF(stackPtr);
// Set the frame pointer
}
name = new char [strlen(tName) +1];
assert (name != 0);
strcpy(name.tName);
timer = account = 0;

^++#+****+*+++**#++++###+++*
Function: Task::-TaskQ
Description: Destructor
Task::-TaskO
{
// free up the task stack storage space and task name
if (workspace)
f arfree(workSpace);
delete Qname;
}
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Function: Task::keyHit()
Description: Returns true if a key is hit
int
{

Task::keyHit( void)
return keyboard->messageWaiting();

}
Function: Task::getChar()
Description: Returns the next character in buffer.
int
{

Task: :getChar( void)
return (int) (keyboard->pendMessage(this));

}
Function: Task::putCharO
Description: Places a character in the input queue.
void Task::putChar( int aChar)
{
keyboard->postMessage((long) aChar,this);
}

Function: Task:: main Entry(Task *)
Description: This function is the entry point of all
tasks. The constructor will place
the address of this function at the program
counter. The stack is patched up
to include the task object parm.
void far Task::mainEntry( Task *theTaskObject)
{
// Possible init function could go here
// Call virtual looping function
theTaskObject->mainLoopO;
}
void Task::mainLoop( void)
{

for (i=0;i<10;i++)
; // empty loop
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// IDLE.H

r*********
* The IDLE Object is a descendent of Task. It is the object that runs
* when there are no other ready tasks. It is the idle task.

#ifndef IDLE H
#define IDLE.H
#include M
task.h"
class TaskControl;
class Idle : public Task
{
void mainLoopO; // Endless Loop
public:
// The idle task constructor always uses a pri of 15 and stack of 1k
ldle(int pri, int sz = 1024 ) : Task(15,1024,Hldle"){};
};
#endif;
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// Code for idle task
^************#****+*+*#*+*#********+**********+**************+**************
* The Idle Object entry points are as follows:
* void far ldle::taskLoop()
#include "idle.h"
void ldle::mainLoop()
{
while (1)
; // empty loop that never exits
}
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// inputtsk.h

^************««***********************************************«**************

* The input task has a high priority and basically checks the keyboard
* and posts a message to a mailbox queue if a key is present. The
* message is the value of the key. It runs in an endless loop mode.
#ifndef INPUTTSK_H
#define INPUTTSK_H
#include "task.h"
// class TaskControl;
class InputTask : public Task
{
void mainLoopO; // Endless Loop
public;
// The input task constructor always uses a pri of 0 and stack of 1k
lnputTask(int pri, int sz = 1024): Task(0,1024,"lnputTaskM)0;
};
#endif;

// INPUTTSK.CPP
/**'
* The InputTask Object entry points are as follows:
* void far ldle::taskLoop()
#include <conio.h>
#include "inputtsk.h"
#include "taskctl.h"
void InputTask:imainLoopO
{
int
nextChar;
while (1)
{
lock();
if (kbhitO)
{
nextChar = getchO;
keyboard->postMessage((long)nextChar,this);
}
unLock();
// Delay for rest of this time slice
delayTask (1);
}
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// TASKCTL.H
*
*
*
*
*

^

nuiU U U U lilliJLiiU 111

The TaskControl Object is the SYSTEM of the system. It contains most
of the kernel code. I say most because other system type objects
also contain some of the system code. The TaskControl object contains
a lot of static type data and functions. This translates into global
like functionality without having the global visibility.

#ifndef TASKCTL H
#define TASKCTL.H
#include "taskpq.h"
#include "context, h"
#include "mailbox.h"
#include "timerq.h"
class Idle;
class InputTask;
class Task;
class TaskControl
{
private:
// Address for my TimerTic Interrput Handler 0x08
static void interrupt far myTimerlntHndlr(...);
// This is a software type interrupt that is called by the system
// when a task-switch is forced. Put in vector number 0x69
static void interrupt far saveTasklmage(...);
// Next Task to be created ID
static short int ids;
// Used in Timer Tic ISR to keep track of PC time
static short int caseVar;
static short int flaglnt; // Temporay varaible
// This variable is used to determine if a taskSwitch has occured
// when the kernel was locked. This allows the kernel to perform
// a task switch when it is unlocked.
static short int signalTaskSwitch;
// This allows the static member functions access to the system object
static TaskControl ‘ self;
// Store the original Timer Tic ISR
static void interrupt far ( *oldlntHndlr08) (...);
// Not really used at the present
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static void interrupt far ( *oldlntHndlr21) (...);
// This is a never ending task that runs at the lowest priority
// and consumes CPU time when the system is idle,
static Idle *id!eTask;
// Highest Priority Task the input task
static InputTask *inputTask;
// This is the Task Ready Queue. It holds all tasks that are not
// pending or delayed.
TaskPriorityQ readyQueue;
// This is the Delay Queue. When a tasks blocks for a certain
// amount of time, that task is placed in this queue.
TimerQ
timerQ;
// This is a pointer to the active task.
Task
*currentTask;
// Flag used to lock the kernel to inhibit task switches
short int locked;
// This flag is true if task switching is enabled and false otherwise
short int taskRunning; // Used to signal Task Running
// This is the task switch routine. It contains the scheduling
// logic to perform a task switch.
CONTEXT far *performTaskSwitch(CONTEXT fa r‘ oldStack);
// This is the saved SS:SP before multitasking occurs. This is needed
// to return the PC to the non-multitasking state.
CONTEXT far ‘ firstStackPtr;
// Function to return a reference to the ready queue.
TaskPriorityQ
&getReadyQueue( void) { return readyQueue;};
// Here is the head of the MailBox List. At the present it is an array.
MailBox
‘ mailBoxList;
short int mailBoxCnt; // Number of mailBoxes allocated
// This is the keyboard Mailbox. Its queues will be initialized to a
// larger value then the standard mailbox.
MailBox
keyboardBox;
// Member function used to set up the PC Timer Chip. Along with the
// interrupt handlers,
void
setTimerO;
// Member function used to restore PC Timer Chip and Interrupt Handlers

void

resetTimerQ;

public:
// Constructor
TaskControl();
// Destructor
~TaskControl();
// Add a task to the TaskReady List
short int addTask(Task *aTask);
// Delete Task from the Task List.
short int delTask(Task *aTask) { return 2;};
// Delay task delay seconds.
void
delayTask(Task *aTask, int delay);
// Start the multiprocessing
void
startTasksO;
// Stop the multiprocessing
void
stopTasksO;
// Lock the kernel (Enter Critical Section)
void
lock() { locked = 1;};
// Unlock the kernel (Exit Critical Section)
void
unLock();
// Force a reschedule of the current Task
void
reschedule();
// Create ("add") the MailBox with the passed in name
// Return the named mailbox.
MailBox
&createMailBox(char *mailBox);
// Return the keyboard mail box
MailBox
*getKeyboardBox( void ) { return &keyboardBox;};
};
#endif
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// TASKCTL.CPP
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Entry Points for the TaskControl Object:
TaskControl: :TaskControl()
void TaskControl::unLock()
CONTEXT far *TaskControl::performTaskSwitch(CONTEXT fa r‘ oldStack)
short int TaskControl::addTask(Task ‘ aTask)
void TaskControl::startTasksO
void TaskControl::stopTasks()
void TaskControl::reschedule()
void TaskControl::setTimerO
void TaskControl::resetTimer ()
MailBox &TaskControl::createMailBox(char ‘ add)
void TaskControl::delayTask( Task ‘ aTask, int delay)

#include <dos.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include "taskctl.h"
#include "inputtsk.h"
#include Nidle.hH
// Static Member initializing. This is necessary to allocate
// storage for the static members of a class.
short int TaskControl::ids = 0;
// No Tasks Present
short int TaskControl: :caseVar = 0; // Start at the first case
short int TaskControl:iflaglnt = 0;
// Used in integration
short int TaskControl: :signalTaskSwitch = 0; // No Forced Task Switch
void interrupt far (‘ TaskControl: :oldlntHndlr08)(...) = NULL; // ISR Ptrs
void interrupt far (*TaskControl::oldlntHndlr21)(...) = NULL;
TaskControl ‘ TaskControl::self = NULL;
// Self pointer
Idle ‘ TaskControl::idleTask = NULL;
InputTask ‘ TaskControl::inputTask = NULL;
^*******************************************************
Function: TaskControl:TaskControl
Description: Constructor for TaskControl Object
****************************♦**************************/
TaskControl::TaskControl(): keyboardBox(64)
{
// No Current Task
currentTask = (Task *) NULL;
// Tasks not running
taskRunning = 0;
// Kernel not locked
locked = 0;
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// Set self to the this pointer
self = this;
// Get original handlers
oldlntHndlr08 = _dos_getvect(0x08); // Orig Timer Handler
oldlntHndlr21 = _dos_getvect(0x21); // Orig DOS Handler Not Needed
// No Mailboxes
mailBoxCnt = 0;
// 32 Slots
mailBoxList = new MailBox[32];
// set kernel to allow other objects to hook into the system
mailBoxList[0].setKemel(this);
// Set the kernel of the TimerQ
timerQ.setKemel(this);
// Put idle task and input Task onto the ready queue
inputTask = new InputTask(O);
assert (inputTask != 0);
idleTask = new ldle(0);
assert (idleTask != 0);
addTask(idleTask);
addTask(inputTask);
// Give keyboardBox an address
keyboardBox.setAddressfKeyBoardBox");
}

Function: TaskControl:>TaskControl
Description: Destructor for TaskControl Object
TaskControl::~TaskControl ()
{
currentTask = (Task *) NULL;
self = NULL;
delete QmailBoxList;
mailBoxList = NULL;
delete idleTask;
idleTask = NULL;
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delete inputTask;
inputTask = NULL;
>

Function: void TaskControl::unLock
Description: Allow Task Switching
*******************************************************
void TaskControl::unLock()
{
if (TaskControl::signalTaskSwitch)
{
// if quantum expired, reschedule
TaskControl: :signalTaskSwitch = 0;
locked = 0;
// possible suspension of current Task
reschedule();
}
else
locked = 0;

Function: CONTEXT far ‘ TaskControl::performTaskSwitch
Description: This routine is called by the timer-tick
interrupt handler and performs the
actual task switch.
j

CONTEXT far ‘ TaskControl ::performTaskSwitch(CONTEXT far ‘ oldStack)
{
CONTEXT far ‘ nextStack;
Task
‘ nextTask;
if (locked)
{
// Force a task switch at unlock
TaskControl: :signalTaskSwitch = OxFF;
currentTask->incAccount();
// if locked do not do the task switch - fast exit
retum(oldStack);
}
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// need something special for first task in queue at beginning,
if (currentTask == (Task *) NULL)
{
// set up to have first task run and save "this" stack
firstStackPtr = oldStack;
nextTask = readyQueue. getNextTask();
currentTask = nextTask;
}
switch (currentTask->getStat())
{
case (Task::active): // current task has is being preempted
// Set current task to ready
currentTask->setStat(Task::ready);
// Save current task's stack pointer
currentTask->saveStackPtr(oldStack);
// put current task on ready queue
readyQueue. putTask(currentTask);
// get Next task to execute
nextTask = readyQueue.getNextTask();
// set current task to next task
currentTask = nextTask;
break;
case (Task::blocked): // current task has blocked
// Save current task's stack pointer
currentTask->saveStackPtr(oldStack);
// get Next task to execute Task already in block queue
nextTask = readyQueue.getNextTask();
// set current task to next task
currentTask = nextTask;
break;
default:
break;

if (taskRunning)
{
// Update accounting info
currentTask->incAccount();
// Make active
currentTask->setStat(Task::active);
// get the context of task
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nextStack =currentTask->getStackPtr();
}
else
{
// Stop the multitasking and return to the main program
// Reset PC Timer and Original ISR's
resetTimer();
// return to the function that started the multitasking
nextStack = firstStackPtr;
}
// Return with new current task task pointer
retum(nextStack);
^*******************************************************
Function: short int TaskControl::addTask
Description: Add a new task to the MultiPriority Task
Queue.
a******************************************************/
short int TaskControl::addTask(Task *aTask)
{
// Increment the number of task there are
ids++;
// Put task in the ready queue
readyQueue. putTask(aTask);
if (aTask->getKemel() == NULL)
aTask->setKemel(this); // set the kernel
if (aTask->getKeyboard() == NULL)
aTask->setKeyboard(&keyboardBox); // Set up keyboard MailBox
// Set the Task ID
aTask->setlD(ids);
// Dummy return for right now
retum(1);
}

******************************************************

Function: void TaskControl::startTasks
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Description: This member function will start the multitasking.
A******************************************************/
void TaskControl::startTasks()
{
// Signal Tasking has started
taskRunning = 1;
// reprogram the timer and set TaskControl ISR’s
setTimerO;
while (taskRunning)
; // multitasking is now started. Returns after stopTasks
// is called
; // return from multitasking
}
Function: void TaskControl::stopTasks
Description: Stop the MultiTasking.

ft******************************************************/

void TaskControl::stopTasks()
{
taskRunning = 0;
}

Function: void TaskControl:.reschedule
Description: Reschedule the Tasks in the Queue via
a software INT.
*******************************************************/
void TaskControl::reschedule()
{
// perform the task switch via software interrupt
geninterrupt(0x69);
}

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4

Function: void TaskControl::setTimer
Description: Set the PC Timer for about 10 ms rather
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then the 55 ms OEM setting. The INTs
are also loaded here
*******************************************************/
void TaskControl::setTimer ()
{
// do Not Allow interrupts
_disable();
_dos_setvect(0x68,old IntHndlr08);
__dos_setvect(0x08 ,TaskControl:: myTimerl ntHndlr);
_dos_setvect(0x69,TaskControl ::saveTaskl mage);
// Reprogram the PC timer chip
/* set counter to 1193180/100.137 or-10ms*/
I* This odd number will allow me to keep the system time *
* intact with out degrading the performance of the
*
* system to much. So in actuality task switches will *
* happen every .00999 seconds instead of .010 seconds.
* This resulting number was 'tweaked after PC time *
* measurements were taken.
*/
outp(0x43,0x36);
outp(0x40,0x8B);
outp(0x40,0x2E);

/* write out low order byte */
/* write out high order byte 7

_enable(); // Renable Interrupts
}

^*******************************************************
Function: void TaskControl::resetTimer
Description: Reset PC Timer Chip and restore original
interrupt handlers. Multitasking Logic
will no longer be invoked.
*************************************#*******+*********/
void TaskControl::resetTimer ()
{
// Restore original ISR
_dos_setvect(0x08,old IntHndIr08);
// Can get rid of
_dos_setvect(0x21,oldlntHndlr21);
// Disable interrupts
_disable();
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// Reprogram the PC Timer
outp(0x43,0x36);
outp(0x40,0x00);
outp(0x40,0x00);
// Enable interrupts
_enable();
^*******************************************************
Function: MailBox &TaskControl::createMailBox
Description: This member function will based on string passed,
create and set up a new mailbox or return
already existing mailbox.
MailBox &TaskControl::createMailBox(char *add)
{
short int mailBoxFound; / / Set if mailBox found
short int index;
// loop counter
// Search though MailBox List for given MailBox (Linear)
for (index = 0, mailBoxFound = 0; index < mailBoxCnt; index++)
{
if ( !strcmp(add,mailBoxList[ index].getAddressO))
{
// Signal MailBox already Exists
mailBoxFound = 1;
// Leave for loop
break;
}
}
if (mailBoxFound)
{
// return the found mailbox
MailBox &mailBox = mailBoxList[ index];
return (mailBox);
}
else
{
// return the next available mail box
MailBox &mailBox = mailBoxList[ mailBoxCnt++];
mailBox. setAddress(add);
return (mailBox);
}
}
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Function: void TaskControl::delayTask
Description: This member function will place the task on the
Delay queue.
*******************************************************j
void TaskControl::delayTask( Task ‘ aTask, int delay)
{
aTask->setTimer( delay);
timerQ. putTask( ‘ aTask);
}
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// TSKINT.CPP
^***************************************************************************
* This file contains all of the interrupt handlers for the kernel. Both
* of the ISR's are object member functions.
#include <dos.h>
#include "taskctl.h"
long

timerTicCount = Ol;

^*+*****************************************************
Function: interrupt far TaskControl::myTimerlntHndlr(...)
Description: Interrupt Handler for the Timer-tick (0x08).
It contains many Borland C++ language extensions.
*******************************************************^
void interrupt far TaskControl::myTimerlntHndlr(...)
{
TaskControl ‘ kernel;
// This will hold the pointer to the
CONTEXT far ‘ currStack;
unsigned short stackSeg,StackPtr;
unsigned short saveStackPtr,
// Not Used at present
// Save stack without local storage
saveStackPtr = _BP;
// Get pointer to the TaskControl object
kernel = TaskControl: :self;
// can remove when tasking is ready to be put in the code
TaskControl: rflaglnt = OxFF;
// Increment counter so I can keep track of the task timings
timerTicCount++;
// The current Stack pointer is calculated so it can be passed to the
// task switch member function.
// Get the current stack frame and create argument for
// performTaskSwitch
stackSeg = _SS;
StackPtr = _SP;
currStack = (CONTEXT far *) MK_FP(stackSeg,stackPtr);
// Turn off interrupts before Task Switch
_disable();
// Decrement the task queue timer
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kemel->timerQ.decrementTimer();
// Do the task switch
currStack = kemel->performTaskSwitch(cunrStack);
// re-enable the interrupts
_enable();
// What follows is the logic for the 55 msec dos time
switch (TaskControl::caseVar)
{
case 0:
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 5:
case 6:
case 7:
case 8:
case 9:
TaskControl::caseVar++;
outp(0x20,0x20);
break;
case 4:
case 10:
if (TaskControl:.caseVar == 10)
TaskControl: :caseVar = 0;
else
TaskControl: :caseVar++;
geninterrupt(0x68);
break;
// Set up new task stack frame here is where task switch occurs
_disable();
// The stack must be fixed up before returning from the interrupt.
// This is accomplished by getting the value of the returned context
// and "carefully" setting the ss and sp to the correct values.
// Note the required use of the registers since the local variable
// currStack ptr requires both ss and bp to be fully evaluated.
_SP = FP_OFF(currStack); // No harm in changing this here INTs are off
_AX = currStack->bp;
_BX = FP_SEG(currStack);
_BP = _AX; //The new BP
_SS = _BX; //The new SS
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_enable();
}

Function: interrupt far TaskControl::saveTasklmage(...)
Description: This function will simulate a timer-tick
occuring in as much as it will set up the stack
for a call to performTaskSwitch().
It contains many Borland C++ language extensions.

void interrupt far TaskControl::saveTasklmage(...)
{

TaskControl ‘ kernel; // This will hold the pointer to the kernel
CONTEXT far ‘ currStack;
unsigned short stackSeg, StackPtr;
unsigned short saveStackPtr;
saveStackPtr = _BP; // save stack without local storage
// Get pointer to the TaskControl object
kernel = TaskControl:: self;
// Convert ss:sp to a far pointer to be used as an arugment to the
// performTaskSwitch member function
// Get the current stack frame and create first argument
stackSeg = _SS;
StackPtr = _SP;
currStack = (CONTEXT far *) MK_FP(stackSeg, StackPtr);
// Turn off interrupts before Task Switch and stack fixups
_disable();
// Do the Task Switch
currStack = kemel->performTaskSwitch(currStack);
// The stack must be fixed up before returning from the interrupt.
// This is accomplished by getting the value of the returned context
// and "carefully” setting the ss and sp to the correct values.
// Note the required use of the registers since the local variable
// currStack ptr requires both ss and bp to be fully evaluated.
_SP = FP_OFF(currStack); // No harm in changing this here INTs are off
_AX = currStack->bp;
_BX = FP_SEG(currStack);
_BP = _AX; //The new BP

SS = _BX; // The new SS
enableQ;
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